ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

WEDNESDAY

LOCAL AFFAIRS
NEW

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK

ADVERTMIMOT8 tfllK WKKK

Union Trust Co
Notice of appointment*
J A Hayne^-Cash and carry
Horne-sled and pun* for sale
Notice of Foreclosure—Kelle F Moore
Nou-resideut tax sales— Hucksport
—Winter Harbor

EXLSWDRTH. MAINE
“The Boys” Have Made Good Their Pledge

SCHEDULE OF MAIL8

Nave yea IMt Bead Your Pladce ta

Bay

War

at BLLswoam retro won.

effect, Nov. 11, 1918.

In

Sayings Stamps ?

SBOS1TBO.
Week Day*.

MAILS

These ‘-Baby Bondi" are a big help to ’Jncl« Ham. If you
have not done so, buy your limit in stampi—only a few
more days to make good.

Faon West—«.47 an;itlpm.
Fkom East—11.11, a m; 6.34 pm.
MAILS

CLOBB AT POSTOFFtCM

Gome Wear— 10.40 a m; 5.80 p m.
Goino East—4.16 a nr. 3.55 p m.

Daa't Lit tt Ba SaM Yaa Wan a Slacker!

Registered mail should be at potto Ace half
an

substantial citizens in the community.
Sonic of ihe Ellsworth people who have
earned for themselves a valuable reputation in the State and nation arc expected
to be present at the afternoon meeting,
and will deliver addresses.
An augment*
ed orchestra has been engaged for a grand
military bt.ll in the evening.

1919.

)
*

**THB*D Ah SJBOONJO-GLASS HATTEB
at rmm mllswoith powtoffick.

(

No. I.

'xtoberttiirauitt*.

j

Dr George P. Allen of San Francisco,
former Snrry man wb<- has many friends
in this vicinity, writes that he occasionally secs Dr. George Parcher, who
is bull stationed at Ban Francisco.
Dr.
Allen recently sold the
“Glenarm,’ a
large apartmeut hotel in 8*n Francisco,
for f200,000 and has built a tine new home
in the finest part of the city. He married
a f^w months ago a Miss
Clary, whom
his friends here had the
plfcisare of meeting during Dr. Alien's visit East last
year.
a

Max Miller-Yarns

Their 0611 rage, tbelr devotion to duty, their sacrifices
we're ail proud of.

AFTERNOON, JANUARY 1,

hoar before mall oloaea.

To Our Patrons and Friends
For your interest and
press

our

patronage we wish to exgratitude, and hope that the New Year

will

bring you the blessings
ment and prosperity.

Congressman Peters, member of the
affairs committee, was one of the
especially invited gueats of Secretary
naval

Daniels at the great naval review in New
■York on Thursday, and was entertained
For Week Ending at Midnight T need ay, on board the Mayflower by the Secretary
Dm. 31, 1918.
and Mrs. Daniels. Other guests on the
were members of the cabinet
| From observations taken at the powei Mayflower
station of the Bar Harbor A Union Rivet and their wives, the distinguished naval
Power Oo., In Ellsworth. Precipitation it
of the allied nations now
given in Inohet for the twenty-roar hoart representatives
in this country, and the wives of the high
ending at midnight.]
Weather
Preoip- ranking officers of the American
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itatlon
condition*
Temperature
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WEATHER IN ILLS WORTH.

Hi

Harter,

$1.50

bbl.,

A my. 1 Floor

Soda

Crackers, lb,,

17c
25c
42c

Climax Coffee, lb.,
Climax Tea, lb.,

Pillsbury Best Flour,
* bbl,, $1.50
Pekoe Tea,
Pure Lard, lb.,
30c Orange
lb. pkg., 42c
Swift’sShortening, lb.26c
50c Libby’sCanned Spaghetti,
Apples gal., cans,
15c value, 10c
Pompeian Olive Oil,
22c
pt., $1.24 Heeker’s Buckwheat,
PHktlt
Pink Salmon,
19c
Kellogg’s Bran, pkg., 23c
t lb.
Austin’s
Puppy Bread,
Libby’s Condensed Milk.
can, 13c
pkg., 15c
CAM

Mon
Tuet

!1—
6—

88—
16—

clear
fair
fair
.05
snow
Avaruge temperature for mouth, 26.6°
Total precipitation for month, 5.10 inches

Miss Klla M. Goodwin was at home
from Mil bridge for Christmas.
Miss
Smith

Muriel Bysrd is \it home
college for the holidays.

from

Miss Helen Macombor spent Christmas
with Henry H. Higgins and wife.
Fred W. Joy of New York arrived
Christmas day for his annual mid-winter
visit.

,

J

•

Cash,

JL* HAYNES

ond

The
,

E11 sworth

Carry** Grocer,

I will be at luy office

I

65 Oak St., Ellsworth
Every Day, until further notice.
Edward H. Baker
GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST

Telephone
J.

A.

119

Fire,

140-11

THOMPSON

MAirM STREET

Marine and Automobile Insuranoe

Representing
The Equitable Fire end Marine Ineurenoe Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONK.

C. e. BURRILL

&

SON

-Established 1807-

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
•presenting

some

Thursday

afternoon

of the leading companies of this and foreign countries

at

club

2.30,

will meet to-morrow
with
Mrs. K. B.

Mathews.
There will be an adjourned meeting of
the Unitarian society at the veatry this
evening at 7.30.

parents, Allun P. Royal and wife.
The woman’s club met with Miss M.
afternoon. Miss
A. Clark
yesterday
Clark gave a review of Ribbany’s latest
book, “America, Save the Near East.”

Best quality Red Ljod water-proof and grease-proof vegetable parchprinted with especially made butter paper ink to comply
with new law. There is cheaper paper on the market; none better.
ment paper,

of Ell svorth,Maine

Lieut. Lewis C. Bturtevant of Pittsfield
elected principal of the Ellsworth
high school, and took charge of the school
Monday. Mr. Bturtevant comes highly
recommended. He is a graduate of Colby,
1912, and for two years taught in Maine
Central institute, in his home town. He
resigned his position there to enlist in the
ftir service, but later was transferred to the
infantry, receiving a second lieutenant's
commission at Camp Gordan, Ga. He rehas been

cently

received

his honorable

discharge.

Eleanor Clark of Pemaquid, has been
elected to the department of English and
Miss

History at the high school, succeeding
Miss Mitchell, resigned. She began her
work here Monday
Miss Clark has taken
a three years’ course at the
University of
Maine.

WAR S

Ol/T OP GERMAN PRISON

AVI NOS STAMPS.

There was a large attendance at the
1 he Now Series, 1919, Ooes on Sale
dance given last evening, and a gratifying
Ur. F. P. Lafiln la ill of influenza at hie
sum
was realized
to be used for the
home In Frankfort, where be went with
Some misunderstanding has arisen with
purchase of uniforms and music for the
his family for a Christmas visit.
regard to the new series o( war savings
organized band. Misses Hazel
recently
Walter Joy arrived home from Port
stamps, and the use o( thrift stamps of
Nevells, Ella M. Johnston and Isabel the old series.
Preble Christmas eve, having received his
who managed the affair, received
Falvey,
honorable discharge from service.
“Briefly stated, the 1918 seriesof war savan
expression of thanks on behalf of
ings stamps has been witbdifiwn. No
Officers of Win. H. Ktce post, Q. A. R., the band,
through Harold S. Higgins, more will be
sold, the new 1919 series gowill be installed next
Saturday at 2 whose orchestra furnished the music.
ing on sale to-day. This does not aflect
o’clock. A full attendant* is desired.
Mr. Perry, band leader, was also called
the value of the stamps of the 1918 series.
Harold Hamblen and family of Spring- upon and spoke briefly, promising some
Each stamp will be worth |5 at maturity,
Held, Maas., spent Christmas with Mrs. band concerts in the early spring. The
January 1, 1923.
Hamblea’s parents, C. L. Morang and band now has eighteen members with
Stamps of the new series are blue inwife.
instruments, and is practicing frequently. stead of
green, and only about half the
More
members
and
instruments
will
be
The officers of Irene cb apter, O. E. S.,
size of the 1918 stamps. The new stamps
added.
Mr.
is
much
with
Perry
pleased
win be installed Friday evening by Past
must not be attached to the books of the
Grand Matron Sister Elizabeth Leach. the progress made, it should be under- 1918 series. That book is now closed. If
stood
the
that
Mr.
by
public
Perry is you hare one stamp in it, it will be worth
Supper will be served at 6.30.
bis services free.
Frank Bonsey received a telegtaro last giving
'96on January 1, 1923; if you hare ten
evening from his brother Sidney saying
stamps, it will be worth |60. No more
NOT MISSING.
can be added to it now.
that he had arrived safely from overseas
The new stamps will mature on Januand is at Fortresa Monroe, Va.
Sedgwick Soldier So Reported Writes ary 1. 1924, and the cost
to-day is |4.12 for
Kenneth P. Royal, U. S. N., stationed
Home Since Armistice.
each stamp, the price advancing one cent
on the receiving ship Annex at Boston,
Irving A. Christy of Sedgwick, reported a month as in the old series.
a week’s furlough with his
is

spending

Butter Paper Printed .At
The American Office

Union IkusT Company

Charles A. Lsmson, formerly of Ellsworth, died Tuesday of Mat week in
Middletown, Conn., aged 66 years. The
body was brought here for interment.
Charles W. Joy and family have moved
back to the Moore bouse on School street,
which hss been thoroughly repaired since
it was damaged by fire a few months ago.

Hancock Hoy Back In France Aft
Fight Months a« War Prisoner*

Thanksgiving day was surely a day *(
thanksgiving for one Hancock com :y
boy. Private Ellis .M. Young of Hauco k,
who on that day arrived at Met*, wifi n
the Ann rican lines, after seven and o;
in a German prieon. iie
from there on Thanksgiving day to
his parents, C. B. Young and wife, of Hancock. At that time be expected to be sent
home soon, but a later letter, dated Dec. 2,
received this week, says that he had rejoined his old company with the famous
26th division, and did not know when ue
would be sent home.
His Thanksgiving
day letter follows:
half

Dear Mother and AU the Family.
Well! 1 am on mv way home. I 1< ve'
id
tonight 5or Nancy or Toul, France,
Bell e
you can imagine how glad 1 am.
me, this is the best Thanksgiving I e -r
had. My wishes have come true, “Oat if

Germany

on Thanksgiving day.” A tooi ib
ago I didn’t realize 1 would tie
free on this day.
Yesterday afterm on
twelve of us Americans landed here at
5 p.m. from Giessen. We were twee yfour hours on the train. We came in w th
a transport of French and English
pri* tiers but did not stay with them last
nig it,
but immediately came down and Uun^d
up the American provost guard and staj d
at their barracks. Today we came to tm»
station and found our Ked Cross here :o
look after the American prisoners coming
in. They fixed us up fine.
Gave us our
dinner in a restaurant—the first square
meal for eight months, also cigarettes,
sweaters, chocolate, etc.
If it hailu’t been for the Hed Cross I believe we would h*ve starved while in
Deutchland. There is not much more totell in a letter, but when I get Dome,
which may be before Christmas. I think,
I will tell ycu all.
Today we had movies taken of us and
sometime you may see them.
With love
to all, your son.
or more

Perhaps the most misunderstanding has
official casualty list recently as
been in regard to the 26-cent stamps, or
missing in action, has written home since
“thrift stamps." These are bought at par
the armistice was signed.
Private Christy or matured
value, and are worth 26 cents
was recently transferred from one comto-day Just as they were when purchased.
pany to another, and it is surmised that If you have a book partially filled, keep
his name was not stricken from the right on with the stamps. No change has
yet been made in these stamps, and the
stamps purchased in 1918 are of the same
value as those purchased in 1919 when ex-

his old company, and he thus
be reported as missing. In a letter
home dated November 13, he writes:
came

to

months

wrote

in the

roster of

r

1 will write a few lines to let you know changed for war savings stamps.
The limit of war savings stamps of the
that 1 am all right and well, and am out
of it with a whole skin. Well, I guess this 1919 series that may be purchased by odc
is the same as the first issue, fl,000,
war is ended now.
You can bet we are person
but a person who holds |1,000 of the 1918
not sorry, and I guess we played our part
500 sheets
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Rowe apent in the game all right. Anyway, I got ail aeries may also buy $1,000 of the 1919
“
“
“
“
“
aeries.
3.00 Christmas with relatives
1000
in Boston. Mr. I wanted.
I don’t know when we will be starting
Rowe returned Monday but Mrs. Rowe for
Ellis M. Young.
With ‘‘Milllken Regiment.”
home, as it will probably take some
will make a more extended visit in Boston time to get things straightened out. We
A letter to M. J. Drummey and wife of
seal < ove nail Hilled.
have just finished a job building up a
and PortMnd.
from their son, Orp |Josepb t.
Seal Cove, Dec. 28 (special)—Joseph fi.
bridge that the Germans blew up behind Portland,
The annual meeting of the Baptist them ss the Americans drove ihem
out. Drumtney now overseas with tbe 56th Rumill was killed in Portland on Wedneschurch and society will be held at the I That is about ail we have ueeu doing on pioneer infantry, formerly tbe M illiken day, Dec. 18, od board the coal
steamer
vestry next Monday evening, Jan. 6, at this front -building bridges and roads so regiment, la of interest to Ellsworth j Lake Desha, which was
discharging cargo
that the artillery can move np, but upon
7.30. All members are requested to attend, the
who
bare
relatives
ic
the
at
the 56tb i
Maine Central wharf. Mr. Kumill
Arg jnne front we bad our share of people
as important business will be presented.
fighting and road-building, too.
infantry, now marching through Ger- ' was struck on the head by a coal backet,
we are cleaning up aud getting
1
Well,
as
a
of
the
who
of
is spending the
Miss Eva Aiken,
many,
part
army
occupation, and his skull was fractured. He was renew clothes, for we expect to go to BrusTbe 56tb pioneer infantry
winter in Los Angeles. Cal., has sent to a sels and
arrived in moved at once to the Maine general
hospiparade. That is about ail we will
France Sept. 13 at St. Nazaire, and about tal, where he died a few hours later. Mr.
friend in this city a box of fruit. Among do now, and drill, 1 guess.
ten days later was under lire. Corp.
Kumill had changed a tew days before
the contents was a lemon measuring thirteen inches in circumference. Some lemon!
Drummey’a letter is dated Nov. 30. He from the steamer Adrian laelin, to the
Kurin Loan Association.
writes:
Lake Desha. Another misfortune befell
The bodi es of James Hinckley and wife,
The annual meeting of the Hancock
Hot
Furnace
“We have finished a' five-day bike, and him, us s short time before a
shipmate on
formerly of Sargemville, armed here National Farm Loan association will be are now out of France and
into
Work aatf
Belgium. the laelin had robned him of
|190 in war
this morning, and were taken to Sargent- held at the board of trace room in Han- We were under fire all the time
during
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES
ville for interment. Mr. Hinckley was cock ball, Ellaworth, at 10 a. in., Friday, the last drive, and shells were breaking savings stamps. The loss preyed on his
over
heads and around us continually, mind, as bespoke of it in bis las. mo(Postage Paid)
twenty-eight years of age and his wife January 14. An amendment to the by- whileour
the aeroplanes bombed us nearly
Twenty Yean' Eiyeneace.
ments, during lucid intervals.
twenty-five. Both died in Massachusetts laws to reduce the number of directors every night.
But I am still alive and
Joseph K. Ruimll wa* born in ri-si Cove
Pirional aileatwo to all detail*.
will be considered, a hoard of directors unharmed, and tbe war is over. Only
Sunday.
Also
Yarn
Talapbnn.
>
or Mil or don
|uoa>HI> attended to.
and any other business that may two men were reported killed, although thirty-seven years ago, ue son of the late
elected,
who
has
been
Write for Samples
Capt. Robert Tapper,
several were wounded and gassed.
(apt. Calvin Rumill and wife, ris vasof
come before the meeting will be translike
“I
Belgium even net ter than a cheerful, pleasant disposition
spending the holidays at bis home in
-ueady
New York, has returned to Ellsworth acted. It is hoped there will be a large France. 1 have travelled much and seen and
induatrious, well liked ttv Jr ends,
MAX
considerable
over
Here,
t he
weather
attendance.
Orant St. Ellsworth, Me.
intending to remain until the auxiliary
does not seem as cold as in th« Stales. 1 and his untimely death
dept ..red.
That the association has filled a need
BANGOR ME. boat Alexis 1. duPont, recently launched
Teiartooe
9 DOLES COURT,
We are to-day in a town called Athus,
The body was brought to Wwi
in this vicinity is evident by the fact that but will probably move
Tremont,
at the yard of the Ellsworth Foundry A
along in a day and services were held
Christmas dsy.
it oae loaned to twenty-five farmers in' or two. I hope to be with you all once
A
Machine Works, is ready to sail for the
He
leaves
a
brotner, Fran ., and sister,
Hancock couuty since last June,
when more within a few months.’’
Mouth.
fcjr harlot your clothiat
Mrs. Fred Bridges, of West Tre uom.
repaired.
Ctotbea
association
commenced
the
loaning
of
•oot money
Mr.
Miss
Ruth
E.
and
Tate, daughter
now; have ,oni old mill onrKish Screen at Green lake.
Bids are solicited for nest year’s supply
money, on farm mortgages, |29,200 at 5%
Trenton Boy Died in (• ranee.
Mrs. Isaac Tate of Bayside, and Merton E.
bluted, Hepaino, fur
The
cent,
interest.
borrower
Petitioners for a suitable flab screen el
(anemia a aprci.lty of wood for all schoolbouses in Ellsper
Stephen Ynung of Trenton, employed at
were
Grand
N.
marPoater of
Harbor,
8.,
and
the
interest
one
the
outlet of Qreen lake were given a the Hancock house in Elisa
per
worth.
Address Boland E. Stevens, ried Christmas day at the Congregational pays
•'"••NO
ortn, received
***
cent,
on
borrowed
the amount
for hearing before Fish and Game Commisword Monday of the death of m»
CMlworth ■Supt. of Schools, Ellsworth, Maine.
son, Biparsonage, by Rev. R. B. Matthews. Mr. and five veers; then he may pay it ali or lei i sioner Parsons
and Chief Warden Perkins wood M., with the America;,
Mrs. Poater left the same day for Grand
expeditionit continue for tbirt>*»ix years, paying at Bangor last week. When the dam at
forces
in
1
France.
ary
Death
lesuded from
Harbor where the groom is in business. as slated. At the end of
thirty-six the outlet of the lake was repaired a few pneumonia, on December H.
Eilj worth frien is of the bride extend good
years the dent would he all paid. All years ago, the fish screen was destroyed.
wishes.
Batteries Stored f..r Winter
money paid on the principal draws 5% The poor fishing at tbe lake the past few
CoMlNe* EVENTSand
Miss M. Elizsbeth Goofias
lull
information
and years is attributed to this.
(riven t rojier Care
The program for the celebration of Ells- ptr cent. For
fiftieth birthday on Feb. 6 is well application blanks address H. Fremont
worth’s
Commissioner
ParBons
baa
ordered
s
Feb. B. aiieriioou nad eveFR4MCLIN
ELLSWORTi
94
ST..
Thursday,
A
under way.
The committee is meeting >tauaocks of North Ellsworth, secretary survey made, and a decision wilt be an- ning —Ceieoraiion of tiltieto
i State *K., next C’ouri
am^iversary
i
Houae, iSinworib
Tetspfesoe i44
with much encouragement from many and treiser^r of the association.
uounced later.
of the incorporation of K.llsworta as
a city.

Price, including paper and special printing:

pound size, $2.2-5; naif-pound size, $2.00
3.50;

j

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

PLUMBING. Knitting Yam for Sale
Water Heating,
Jobbing.

$2.26 per lb.

Stocking

EDWARD F. BRADY,

MILLER

_

S

V

ef~7viONEV

CORDWOOD WANTED

M-ln2fV'°

Storage Battery Repairing
R.

ROYAL

>

NURSE

-ltlO.Ttl6rin

i

BLUEHILL.
Bluehill Are company will ideet «
the club room Jan. 6 for the election o
officers.
The regular meeting of the village im-

1

j
i

give

a

series of
on

eight sermon*
“Night Scenes

1

post.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM S \>)
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

disposition and
family made her highly

Her kind heart, cheerful
devotion

Its Motto:

“HUNT MADGE”.

uHelpful

and

Hopeful.'

j
|
j

The purposes of this column are succln<; y
stated In the title and motto—It is for the m ut
1
benefit, »~d alms to be helpful and hopeful
Belna for the common croud. It Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Us success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect
Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer wlFl not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to appro' a! or
rejection by the editor of the column, but non®
will be rejected without «ood reason. Address
all communications to
The American.
Ellsworth, Me.

|

CHRONICLES.
CHAPTER

M. B’s could see it. We also have a red
and white bossie, and I’ve named him
Zemro. Don t know how many names I
can find in the Z’s, but shall try hard to
find twelve.
baa tosay and think about, but the influenza is here in our neighborhood, and lots j
of oar neighbors have it. There has been !

j

one

death,
an

a

awful

dear

girl baby, InaN. Gray.

disease, nearly

as

bad

as

the

war.

Now, Esther, I’m surprised

at you,
know about earthworms; you,
a
schoolmarm, too. Don’t you know
each segment has
tjiey have bristles
them, afcer the fourteen from ibe head.
Those arid the muscle and squirm of the
worm give it the power to work through
the eart$), and the sticky fluid that is all
over them, with their other wriggleations,
gives them the power to climb perpendicular surfaces, bee? As they must have wet
in a dry time, tbpy hunt for water, and
the reason they do not climb out of the
rain barrel, the too-mueh wet softens
their bristles and destroys the sticky
part of the glue that covers the worm.
Now, if there’s any of you M. B.’a that
do notj believe what I’ve written, you
a handful of earthworms
in a dry
srrel at night and see how many you
will And there in the morning. Why,
they can crawl through an inch board,
bo, you jee they do notrain down, and
can’t.
About snakes, I’ve
nothing to say.
I always give them a wide berth.
Now, here’s a mystery that I’d like explained. Where do the screws go to that
we take out of the outside windows in the
spring and put away so carefully in the
old tin teapot and put them high up in
the cellar-way?
Now, don’t all say at
not

td

—

gut

nothing daunted they came from near
and far.
The chief editor and his wife, who
made sunshine within, with her kind
w-re
words and sunny
countenance,
there; also the man Titus, who was next
in power to the chief editor, and Alary
j
women
( also was in the midst, and the
gathered about her and listened to her
words of wit and wisdom. Then they
feasted upon the fish that was gathered
from the fea and furnished by their kind
hastess; likewise the many other good
things that were brought, and they all
made merry.
This pleased the chief editor and the
comman Titos
and Mary, and they
muned among themselves and said: “Let
us make
this an annual
feast day."
And the saying pleased all the women
and likewise their faithful spouses, and
so it was that as the time drew near each
year found a still larger number at the
seashore to feast and make merry.
Then there came n time when ‘tiroes tine
was not, for God took, her, and then were
the women sad indeed, for they all remembered her kind deeds and withal her
help to the column to which she was so
ievoted, and they thought where shall we
find another such an one that will open
her home and prove such a kind hostess
is she has been?
While they thought on these things
ind pondered, benold! Good Mary announced through the column that one
Dell, a woman noted all over that part of
the land lor her deeds of mercy and kind;
! ness of heart, who dwelt in n spacious
home not far from the place of their
former meeting, had invited the clan to
meet there, and so it was that for successive years
they gathered at this good
woman’s house, and she and her good
man, who had in former years sailed the
seas as captain of ships and had gathered
together many treasures, maoe them ail
feel glad and happy with their generous

And it came to pass in the beginning of
twentieth century, when good William ruled the land and peace and plenty
reigned, that one Titus, a man good to
look upon and a scribe of no mean ability,
came from the great metropolis and took
charge of the leading part of one paper
called
The
Ellsworth
American,
printed in the city of Ellsworth. And
many of the people read the piper and
thought it was good.
But the scribe wa9 not satisfied, and
wanted many more to read it, oO he cast
about him for some plan whereby the
paper could be made still more iotereeting, and after mu.-h reasoning he thought
within himself: “Goto! Now I have hit
upon a plan. I will devote one column, at
least, to the benefit of the good women of
the land.”
And the women were pleased, and some
proved helpful, but it came to pass after a
time that he found it a burden, and so for
a length of time it was not.
Then he
communed within himself, and said, “I
will look about me for a woman who will
prove bright of intellect and a ready
writer, and give her full control of the
column.” And so it was that he cboBe
from among the goodly women of the
land, one Mary, who dwelt on the hilltop I
in the mining
country of Bluehill, a
woman
noted for her kindly deeds, and
was chief scribe in that part of the land.
And
women
behold, many
good
gathered about her, and sent to her many
directions in the art of cooking and
many other helpful things, and the thing
pleased Mary exceedingly and she said:
“I will have a day appointed for a feast,
and I will call together ail the helpful
women and
their husbands and they i
shall bring food made from the directions
given from time to time in the column of
the paper.”
So in the year when Theodore was
ruling the people with a mighty hand.
I even the year nineteen
hundred and
: four, they gathered by the seashore in
the home of one Ernestine, who had
j
! proved herself a very helpful woman to
Mary, nd although the rain descended.
the

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B’ites:
Hello. I’ve a bran new gloxinia blosHow glad 1 am to have such a lovely
som.
blossom for Christmas week. It’s purple,
and has a spotted throat. I so wish you

It’s

I.

j

hospitality.

And the column

prospered,

and

anon

flowers sprang
up with their beauty and
fr .grance, even Narcissus and Pansy and
Jasamine, which gladdened the hearts of
the women with their helpful cheer. But
as time passed, our kind hostess
grew ill
of health, and she, too, passed
away full

of years and laden with
many sheaves to
lay at the Master’s feet. And once again
were the hearts of the women made
sad,
for others likewise had laid aside their
pen during those years, and had passed
out. Many familiar faces, and some who
had Bern many helpful
things to the column
who could not assemble at the
yearly feast, had been called, and slept
with their fathers, while others were encumbered with other cares and
forgot to
give the help they had given in the past
to the column, and sometimes
good M ary
was left to serve alone.

to her

Mrs. Hattie
Jrace Hunt of Kaogor and
Jr indie ot Bluehill.

I

than

ever now

much

Government
to save just as
flour as possible.
us

For what it

baking,

means in our
we want the
very

best flavor possible—and for
me

that means

TELL, made

WILLIAM
from

wheat

grown in the rich limestone
soil of the Miami Valley in

Ohio.
For what

it

means

saving

in

also, my choice
WILLIAM TELL,
because it goes further,
everyhing comes out right
must

be

and there is
Ask

no waste.

your grocer lor
WILLIAM TELL—mi
insist upon getting it.

Mrs.

For

s.

a

more

common 1H».
than a century

humanity's best

Friend in Need”

COUNTY
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PROSPECT HARBOR.
Mms Ida Stinson is at boms from Bar
Harbor (or two weeks.
Lieut. Harvard Colwell of the medical
corps returned home Friday.
Format
woods

Noonan

has

different camps since he entered
vice, returned home Monday.

ser-

Capt. J. W. Stinson and wife are much
relieved to hear from their son Calvin
since the armistice was signed. He has
in active service

overseas

almost

a

c

Frank L. Wakefield waa
of his uncle, K. W. Cleaves.

a

recent

guest

Forrest Noorura waa called to Medway,
Maas., Baturday by the serious illness
ot bis wife.

lolidtyt.

steaming

he

English troopship Miltradie,

irty ship it was, but

we

soon

and a
had her

Well,

went to Halifax, N. S., laid in
he harbor two days, then started. There !
ere twenty-four ships in the convoy.
Ve never saw a submarine until going
own the Irish coast, and then we ran i
nto a bunch of them and sank two with- !
>ut a loss on our side. Then the convoy
eparated and the ship 1 was on lauded at
Newport, Wales. From there we took the
rain
to
Winchester,
England, and
topped at a rest camp for two days, then
ook the train
to Southampton, where >
ve went aboard the good American ship !
t ale, crossed the English channel and
1 irrived
in
in !
Havre, France, early
: he
then a
seven-mile bike
morning,
o another rest
camp, and at 2.30 the j1
lext morning hiking back to the railroad,
aking the train and traveling three days j
1 md
two nights, arriving at Cbarmont, ;
•ranee, at noon of the third day. Then
liking about two miles lotbe town of
We
Beaumont, an old French town.
topped in different houses around town.
iVe got there some time the first of August, 1 forget the date.
I | We staid thereuntil about the first of
November, then started for the front. We
ravelled awhile by tram, then by trucks.
Are went to Verdun and 8t. Mihiel, and
ill the towns were blown to pieces.
Jur battalion was on the firing line four
lays before they stopped firing, and
lever lost a man.
Of course the kitchen
sas back from the firing line, but
the
Jerman shells would go shrieking over
ind then burst, some close and others not
»o near. 1 have seen hundreds of miles of
■reaches and the famous Hindenburg
1
line. We have moved back of the firing
line about fifteen miles, into
good Oerman camps, and are
waiting to move
we

j

j

j

j

again.
1 have
»ix feet

Arnra Wtrd visited friends at
Harbor before going to Ml.
! >eaert for tbe winter term of school.
l>ec. 30.
T. K. D.
Mitt

northeast

leaned up.

Thursday, Dec. 19. Her death followed
'hat of her husband, Warren G.
Haynes,

Ztrnnuflcorrcu

Comfort of Body
Many

children and adults

constant sufferers from ccld
hands and feet and are acutely
susceptible to every chill and
sudden climatic change. There
; is definite help in
are

scorn
EMULSION
which furnishes fuel to warm
he body, helps make pure,

red blood and maintain the system
n a state of robustness, so that
1 he
buffeting winds or the sudden
hill of evening are enjoyed rather
\ ban feared. For comfort of
the ground I
body and boayant health,
feet across;
of airships. I take Scott’s Emulsion.

shell holes in
deep and twenty
ilso l have seen all kinds
We haven’t had
any snow here
seen

yet.

We

Scott a Bowae. BloooiSctd M. 1.

((Vnst's

j

WEST BROOK UN.
Mias Luetta Bridges baa returned
S'orth Sedgwick to resume teaching.

Misa Alice Duffy left
last week for
Woodfords to spend the wiuter with
Urs. Roland Sukefortb.
O. May Friend, of the U. S. 8. Satilla,
■pent a few days last week with his
larents, Eugene Friend and wife.
Morris Bridges of the U. 8. training
nation at
Rockland spent
Christmas
vith his parents, Henry Bridges and
vile.

Gilbert Carter and wife returned home
Portland Saturday after spending
few days with their daugbter, Mrs.
iarel Sukeforlh.
Dec. 30.
B.

rom

_

WEST SCKBY.
Miaa Ethel Soper is employed in Ellarortb.
Frank Conary and wife have received a
from their son Thurston, who is
iverseas.
He is well.
etter

B. W. Trundy has gone to Bangor to
lnd employment. His sister Lolu went
is far as Ellsworth with him.
Dee. 23.
L.
Dyspepsia is America’s curse. To restore
llgeslion, normal weight, good health and
parity the blood, nse Burdock’s Blood
Bitters. Bold at all drag stores. Price, $1.2$.
—Adrt.

!«-!«

in

In a cup of Fbstum
there's a most attractive flavor.

.

born

on Stave island.
Me., June 1,1880,
daughter of Mrs. I Imira Foss of
j Orono, who survives her. She is also
survived by a sister, Mrs.
Jerry Calkins
! of Orono.
Mrs. Haynes was a graduate
; nurse of the East Maine general hospital
at Bangor. She wsb married to
Mr.
Haynes fourteen years ago. They had
lived here until last mouth. The
body
was

There’s health, too.
Tor rostum

of
goodness
cereals,coitb no harmful
contains the

substance.

brought here tor interment.

EAST ORLAND.
Frank Mason, who has been ill several
weeks, is improving. Her niece,
Mrs. A. E. Luce, of
Bangor is with her.
Ralph Clifford ot North Bluehill is
with his uncle, George Snow.
H. E. Dunbar and wife were much relieved to hear from their son
Warren, who
Mrs.

INSTANT POSTUM
'S

momer)t at table,
*

coithout boiling. Economical, convenient, delicious.

is in France, as they bad not heard
from
him since the flret ot October. The letter
waB dated November
24.

A. E. Forsyth and wife have
moved
from Bucksport back to their home here.
Mrs. Carrie Jordan is with them.

*n a

“7%er«j <7 /Ze&son
i)

to

George, Harry and Wendell Carter left
Wednesday for (irean Lake, where they
lave employment.

'UaCup?

the

M.

the

News has been received of the death of )
Stephen C. Cote end Harvey Newman
James Bunker, at the home of bis daughCook John A. Parker, of the 303d field
have gone to the railroad in Goulds boro
ter
in
Minn.
He
moved
\
Minneapolis,
1 irtillery,
with the American forces in
with his family from this town some ; .'hopping wood.
ranee, in a letter to his mother, Mrs.
1
He leaves >•
Ernest 8. Mice, who has been in New
thirty
years
ago, to Iowa.
•lina A. Parker, dated Nov. 1M, says:
w idow, two sons, Everett and
Jesse, and j Haven, Conn., several months, returned
This is the day to write home, and tell
>ne daughter, Mrs. Lena Darkin.
bout our trip across, so here goes. This
home last week.
I>ee. 30.
a.
♦
Sunday forenoon, 1030, and I have one
Mrs. F. A. Harrington ot Winter Har* nd one* half hours before going on duty. !
bor is a guest for the
Ve left
Devens at 12 o'clock MouSEAWALL.
holidays of her
Camp
se night, July 15, took
the train for
lister, Mrs. Charles Hutchings.
Mias Addle Brown it home tor the
•ostou and at 8 o'clock the next morning
Dec. 30.
c.
out of the harbor ou
e were

Maris Foss

Dec. 23.

into the

FROM OVER THERE.

I by
only eight days. Mr. and Mrs.
i Haynes and their young son, Charles
Melvin, went to Ballard vale the day
I before Thanksgiving, planning to live
i there. The day after Thanksgiving Mr.
I Haynes was taken ill of influenza, and
! died of pneumonia on December 11. His
j wife and son contracted the disease,
j The son has recovered. Mrs. Haynes was

|

gone

ChcrryQeld to work.
Capt, Stinson’s vessel, the Viola Brewer
Capt. William Rice, has lust returned
from atrip to Rockland lor freight.
John Workman, who has been in six
near

Dec. 33.

W. Hu Kioe and family and Mrs. Shirley
Holt and family were entertained at dinner Christmas by Miss Olive
Coolldge.

Charles

Dec. an.

Haynes ol Trenton,
died at the home ot her
brother-in-law.
M.
Hoy
Haynes, in BaUardrale, Mass.,

wants

A aoc-thln#, fctelinfj Anodvne that
•P*«®y *topr- suffering. Wonderfully effective fur Concha, Colds,
Grippe, SoreThroat, Cramps,Chills
Sprains, Strains, a,H) Lu; otlwr

Year.

Ebon K. Whittaker has purchased the
place owned by John Meador, known as
the John King place.

Bluehill, and Harry, who
France; also three sisters,
Clough ot Sedgwick. Mrs.

OAK POINT.

when the

*«*»eLlrifME!fT
(Internal at " eUcz External use)

been

m.

Success

JOKfISJSS

Capt. W. F. Jordan hts returned to his
post of doty, after spending Christmas
with bis family here.

to 2 p.

op

Chronicles
to follow.
Thanks to Aunt Maria and 8. J. Y. for the
great help they have given the column
this week. May the New Year be to each
and all a glad New Year.
Aunt Madge

Mrs.

Quality and superior flavor

Oveb 100 Y ears

I trust you will all enjoy the
as much as I
have. More

Stibcrtisrmntfs.

count more

Mscomber’s

for the meeting of the Sunday
school has been changed for the winter

ions, Frank of
is in service in

EDITED BV

the

Time

»steamed in the community. She leaves
one
daughter. Nellie, of Bluehill, two

LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO. LYNN. MASS

once, “poor housekeeper,” for I’m rather
a decent home keeper, but the screws beat
| me. Esther, solve this and you shall
have a seat among the highbrows,
j We are expecting our grandson, B. B.
Ginn, this week. We shan’t kill the fatted
calf, but there will be a fatted rooster, and
j the same wbeu the other grandson gets
here and lots of other good things, and
think of the smiles we shall wear.
Soon as I get time I'll tell you about
! our
daughter Maud’s adventures before
and when she weut to Massachusetts. Just
now I’m going to clear away the breakfast
table, fix the fires and blow out the light,
j for daylight is showing up and my John
j is on his way to Buck sport with wood.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
I to ail.
Aunt Maria,

has gone to

for

|

Why Not Try

i

home

Frank P. Goodwin, wife and children
Paarl O’Brien* Arthur P«per and A. B,
wore recent
guests of Mrs. Goodwin’s
Herrick ol Lamp Go van*, A. T* Cook of j
p. rents, E. E. Seammon and wife.
the LT. S. S. Waters and Roy St. George of
There was a Christmas tree and enterthe U S. 8. Mississippi, were home la*t
Leon Cooper, wf o tainment at Egypt school house Tuesday
week on furlough*.
has received hi- discharge from Fortre*.* evening, Dec. 24. The tree was beautifully decorated and bountifully laden
Monroe, arrived home Gee. 24.
with
entertainment
was
gifts. The
The annual week of prayer will begin
given
by the school children. The
services
Union
Jan.
5.
evening,
Sunday
parents and friends express gratitude to
will be beld at the Congregational church
the teacher, Mrs. Coombs, for arranging
and
evenings.
Tuesday
Monday
Sunday,
the pleasing entertainment.
Wednesday evening each church will
Dec. 30.
8.
Union services I
hold its regular meeting.
will be continued Thursday, Friday and j
LAMOINE.
Sunday evenings at the Baptist church.
School begins again
to-day after a
The funeral of Mrs. Clara E. Townes ; week’s vacation.
wa® held at the home Sunday afternoon,
('apt. Jefferson Smith and Deney Smith
Mrs.
Rev. R. M. Trafton
officiating.
have been ill the past week.
H.
was
of
William
the
Townes
daughter
Mrs. Lillian Salisbury has returned
Darling, a noted mioe owner and opfrom a visit in Ellsworth and Bangor.
erator of this town, and the widow' of
A community lunch and Cbriatmaa tree
Charles W. Townes, whose death occurred just six months previous to her was enjoyed at C. E. hall Christmas evenShe was sixty-nine years of age. ing.
own.

IIeim.R.No.6, Rox83,Lowell,Mich.

fHutual Bnufit Column.

at

Carl Stratton and family spent ChristI mat day with Mrs. Hotels Coombs.
Mrs, Hosie flragdon spent a few day*
with relatives at Waltham.
I recently
Miss Lenore Clarke has gone to Bar
Harbor to visit her sister,
Mrs. Harris
Pt ttingill.

Bible.”
installation of officers of the James
A. Garfield W, R. C., «ill take place at the
A picnic dinner
regular meeting Jan. 4.
will be served at noon for the corps and
and members of the
their husbands,

Lowell, Mich.—“I suffered from cramps and dragging
down pains, was irregular and had female weakness and
displacement. I began to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound which gave me relief at once and restored
E. Pinkham’s
my health. I should like to recommend Lydia
remedies to all suffering women who are troubled in a simi-

way.”—Mrs.

ill

was

mill to work.

The

table Compound is certainly the best medicine a woman can
take when in this condition. I give you permission to publish
this letter.”—Mrs. E. R. Ckumlin'O, R. No. 1, Ilellam, Pa.

lar

«

Rapt Hit church

H. Jordan

holidays.
Lafayette Butler

in the

Hellam, Pa.—“I took Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for female troubles and a displacement. I felt all run down and was very weak.
I had been treated by a physician without results,
so decided to give Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
I am keeping house
a trial, and felt better right away.
since last April and doing all my housework, where before
I was unable to do any work. Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege-

Elise

Trafton
at the

To do your duty during these trying
times your health should be your first
consideration. These two women
tell how they found health.

Frank

provement society has been postponed
until the Aral Monday in February,
Beginning next Sunday, Rev. R. M.

|

Doctor’s
Formula

EGYPT.

The

ATTEMT
Sick Women

AdtttrUjiM 'unu^

AtBace-Lorraine; that i» German
territory taken from the French y«*ari
i ago. When we were on the firing line wI
«t re only about fifteen miles from Metz
are in

COUNTY NEWS

ts

”

Unit time In fourteen year*,
being able tc
do so because of using his automobile
Uec- *•
Echo.
I

MOTHER GAVE
TIGS DELICATE
CHILD VINOL

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
The grim reaper, death, ha*
removed from our midst our beloved
sister,
Addie Bunker, whose memory w ill
■Jrs„
always live in the hearts of the members
of Companion Court
Sunlight, I. O. t\:
Resolved, That while we bow to His
will and realise that He doeth all
things
the
y«t >«
death
of
Mrs.

Whereat,

Bunker, we deplore the loss of one of the
lodge members, who has not only been
deeply interested in tbe affairs of the

order but was always one o! tbe first to
give assistance in tine of need, one whose
place will be hard to till.
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to her bereaved family and
friends, ond mourn with them In their
los*»; and

And He Got Well and Strong.
That’* True

Resolved, That our charter be draped
in mourning thirty days and that these
resolutions be made a part of the court
records and a copy of them sent to the
family of the deceased, and that they also
be published in The Ellsworth Amkrj-

Monaca. Pa.—"Mr little boy, who
is the youngest of three, was weak,
nervous and tired all the time, so he
was most unfit at school, and nothI learned
in- seemed to help him.
of Vinol and gave it to him. It has
health
his
and
strength and
restored
weight.—Mrs.
he has gained in

BOUTH BROOKSVILLE.

Frederick Sommers, Monaca, Pa.
Vinci is a constitutional cod liver
and iron remedv for delicate, weak,
Formula on every
ailing* children.
*oyou know what you are giv-

December 17 Mrs. Gertrude Mason gave
small dinuer party in honor of her
mother, Mrs. Jane Howard, who observed

a

CHAS. E. ALEXANDER. Druggist,
»nrt Druggist* Everywhere.

walked two miles to attend the party.
Mrs. Howard received numerous presents
from her friends; also a real shower of
post-cards, which she greatly appreciated.

COUNTY NEWS

Harborside grange on
the following officers:

WEST FRANKLIN.

Tyler Gordon ia

at borne

ch its, where be has been

trora Bast Ma-

Gray;

employed.

Rollina and John Williams are
camping a tew days at Webb's pond.
Alice Ryder and several in tbe family
of Norman Smith are ill of influenza.
John Farnsworth, who is working in
Kaugerviile, spent Christmas at home.
Mrs. 8. 8. Scammon was a week-end
guest of ber mother, Mrs. Nellie Young,

Bangor,

Cewia Shuman has been to plantation
called there by the aeriou* illness of
his lather, John K. Shuman.

33.

Lloyd Dunbamand child of Harapspending the holidays with her
parents, Normsn Smith and wife.
Mrs.

are

j

Master, Philip

orchestra;

Frank Bradbury, Jr., who has been at
Camp Devons six months, ia at home, having received an honorable discharge.
Qriodle and his two sisters
Ellsworth Falls, were
and a friend of
Christmas guests of Harry Coombs and
Cheater

Mrs. Alfred

The

many

Joyce

of

Mrs.

Nellie

goodly
plished.

a

amount of

was

They

Bleeve

alcohol-3 per cent.

way,

1

sewed

Avertable IYcparation&rAs

similntin^thcFood byReiJul*_

every

so

were

hill

call

ns, started out that hill

i

S332

buja

!

ESS?

tir,ethcSt«MdisandBwriscf]

Bears the

Thereby Promoting Digeslfo^
Cheerfulness and BestCortw»

Signature^

Mineral. Not Narcotic

of

neitherOidmn.Morphtaen*

i

would

than

at any

raincoats

no

one

canteen of water

so

there

!i1

TCDoSES-T5Ct^

old, but it

helped

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

some.

it sure was good work. AH that day
pushed on taking prisoners. That
night we dug in to wait tor daylight, but
there was no rest or sleep.
The next morning at daylight we were
going again. The next night found us so
on;

we

among unlike there never was before.
ten o’clock the order came to fall out.

roads

ail

were

non-such

accom-

could be
had

raining yery hard, but
glad to start. The street and
crowded with men and can-

dark and

was so

we were

a

so

started

line.

The

knees

going
life.

sight.

1

never

many horses and men.
our march to the

mud

was

but that did

kitchen could not get to
bully beef. How
1 would liked to have had something hot
to drink but no one knew when that
would be. We had the Germans on the
far advanced

We

front
to one’s

half way
not matter,

we

run,

were

give “Fritz” the surprise of his
As we neared the front line the

night dug

to

flares from

man’s land

no

would

kind of

relief

day

next

so

our

ate crackers and

us so we

dreamed there

on

art, conductress;

C.

DOING A MAN S WORK
Easy When You Feel Right

Friday

in on

we

top of

a

on, and that
bill to wait for

most all in

as we were

j nothing
!

pushed

and

left to eat and water

we

was

had

nearly

We did not dare to drink water

gone.

we

and

their

Saturday

daughter,

Miss

in

and

Mrs. H.

seemed to leave our face and we
caught our breath as thousands of our
guns spoke at once and began hurling
air

Bangor.
wife

are

with

E. Perkins.

Geneve Leach has gone to Bangor
cousin, Mrs. Mark Smith.

line.

long
springing

Mrs. Karle Leach spent last week with
her parents, Maurice Urindle and wife.
Lyman Hutchins and wife of Newport,
K. l.> were Christmas guests of relatives

going

if

Arthur i^each was home last week on a
furlough. He returned to Camp Upton,
N. Y., Friday.
Miss Wilma Perkiita has gone to Augusta, where she has employment in the
home ef Koy F. Lakch.

home

Bit Frank Lamprey at big fotKe tn the Calley & Currier Shop
•i Bristol Nv H.

^^

just plain brt^ The effort* of the real -Wtst-toonly hy his health ahtl strength.
heaHhv. Watch yotfself. That is the way. W'jfcu notice a
, ,,*'6feP,
down, if wn are (fcA feeling just fit and right, Were is someJetting
thing wrong. Ai&ve afl Wrings, don’t neglect a cold or ^ cough. Not
that these minor afftfctietia
are necessarily dan Keren's hut on account
or the
possible developments, they should ee promptly banished.
vuiub are acnre caw.rrh.
Ninety- tww.y-four Hours my coia was
seven per ceat of Wse
have gKsut all go*0. It is the best medipeople
catarrh in sMne *d»m, either acute
cisre for a't'old I have ever used. I
or chrome.
A large percentage of uied to Have terrible pains in my
the ills of life 'She directly due to
feowels after eating, and sometimes
catarrh avwi oe.tan-h.nl conditions; did not
get over this pain for two
Catarrh M not the simple, ham- Or three hours. I do not have any
the
affecting only
n*>g« nain after eating now and ran eat
e,j
and
tyroak, >aa many imagine, A :!f,ything. Peruna has done the
catarrhal
men are
are limited

fooflnese man

Condition may pxisfc fp
in any part of the Wnc
G»t St and stay that way. Jp
W*
cold, get rid of it- Bn Ws
jfa
4>a<nprey does. Read Vhirt ire
“X would like to se» u good
reay^: for
1 *jot. a
your Peruna.
.'very sudden cold that settled hi my
threat and lungs, and I was so
hM.rse I could hardly apeak aloud.
1 rook one
teaspoonfn! of Peruna
emery hour for twelve hours and in
any

I

?'ob.”

Sample, isn’t it? Peruna acts
t^on the organs of digestion, iPsurection. It also
I ing a normal healthy
assists the process of elimination.
This insures a rich, pare blood supply to the mucous membranes
throughout the body, giving them
tone and health. Catarrhal conditions cannot persist when the mu-

|

cous

linings

kept healthy by

tne wcfrld s standard treatment for catarrh and has been
,e*Jears* ^ °br father and mother placed thear confidence in.
and found rerun* goc<L Like Mr. Frank
Lamprey, you can also.
rerun*

is

r

11

ore

the use of Peruna.

•iPeTnna Is Sold Everywhere

over

who is stationed at
furlough

was

on.

It

explosions

was

and

a

not

up

good, the

little w’ood

and

sleep.

Our faces

covered

w’ith mud,

but

knew

Of

we

our

and bands were
clothes were torn,

had done

we

there

course

thing
drive; it put
then dropped back to
dropped down for a
first hot

started the

we

We

life in

little

fires

to

did

move

mean

out of those
death

for

trenches,

some.

gone, but

were

a

lots of

good

work.

friends
tried to be

our

even

How

at

bayonet*,

Christmas.

glad 1 can say 1 was in one of the
I only want
greatest drives of the war.
and join
now to get well so l can go back
my company.

and 1 want to say, there is ow

The

HULL’S COVE.

CfeeMfer Candage and w ife have moved
into the Mildred Hamor house.
Miss

Thelma

Urgent

aud

Thompson, Mi*s Elizabeth
Doris Hinckley, who

Miss

attending Shaw’s business college,
Bangor, are at home for Cfarmtmas.

are

j

soldier can’t stand, arfd j
Preston Sellers and wife of WftterviPfc that *s a doughboy with a bayonets We;
and Fred Staples of New HaVen. Corn*., ! had'shelled them so heavily they coal# not |
were guests here over t'hrtattnas.
get out of their dugouts and we wfere on |
’teem before they knew what wwooming.
There was a speciH hfcetiug of Penoblit did not take long to bear ^kamrad”
B \ Friday evening for j
scot ebaptai, O.
Vries from everywhere, amt wuh their
The hM lowing 1
the election of cittern*.
hands in the air we puatoett tJh*n back of
were elected;
M, Katie W*r<3'Well; W
us for some one else to take vare ol, auu
P, l>r M A Wttdwell; A M, Unn bridge*; j on we went. We took tbe'hecond trench
secretary, te-rrie Perkins; treasurer, Basie
about the same way* It VDK made us feel
,
Perkins'; ’conductress, Ktk*d HutCttToe;
to push those German* to the rear
Nefllie Pe&.ins; good
assist®!*. conductress,
with the bayonet; they were sure scared
ttnaihs; committee, Nell* feridgei*, M A
some boys, I ahavsM tbivik about sixteen,
Wfftfdv.ell, Luella Snow warn. There will some old mf*s some officers, but they
be** stated meeting Fraisy evdittog, Jan.
all went the sanaae Way, for they knew we
for nvacawill be
when plans
meant bu>irH**s, wml 1 thin a they were
glad to be flatten prisoners.
'teooDLOCKE.
Dec. 30.
we were
We thea b-jok the third trench

Kev. Mr.

who has been located

Harding,

Baltimore, Md., several years, is here
for the Chnstmas season and conducting
services in the church. There is a possiin

S

bility of his

trigger

|

running

is

top o/U»e htH at last. The next thing
was to iboki that hill until the artillery

necessa-

animal

an

to

-core

a

loads.

excessive

the rattle

The

or

looseness

does not come from shooting, but from
bad handling. The double gun is closed
at the breech on a hinge, with the hinge
located

only

of the

standing

couple

a

bases of

the
gun
act

of

inches

shells rest

and

closed.

long lever with
against the locking bolt
as

a

handling, through

bad

in

front

against which

breech,

the

is loaded

when the

The
w

barrels

hich to

or

pry
bolts, and

this

constantly

leverage in time pries barrels
apart so there is looseness even
wnen the gun is fully locked.

exerted

and frame

WEST EDEN.
M. W. Hamv»r of Portsmouth
calling on Old friends last week.
Malcolm Peach met with
dent lest

Thursday

when

a

a

was

here

painful

acci-

log slipped and

struck his foot, crushing it badly.
R. W. Haynes was called to Ballardvale,
Mass., last week by the death of his
nephew, Warren Ha>nes.
Colburn

Tripp

is

an

Poor health

home.

obliged him to give up bis studies in
Bar Harbor high school.

has

Emma Lunt has returned from a
Boston, where she went to
sec her husband, Capt. W. W. Lunt of the
coast patrol, who is stationed in Chelsea.
M.
Dec. 23.
Mrs.

week’s visit in

_

Lchiug. bleeding, protruding or blind
piles have yielded to Doau’g Ointment. 60c
all

Wifccorab from Camp
a ten days’ furlough

stores— Ativt.

Swasey

enjoying

Christmas entertain meot at Use schoolhouse the day before Chriatraa*.

on

of
fire

Not if you don't mind
shoot

at

short visit with relatives last week.

There

the line of

the

is

it

rattle?

was an

excellent

Friends of Earl

Higgins

will

be

glad

Bean

Pots

Of your Grocer, Hardware
Dealer or Crockery Store.
Be sure and get a Swasey
Bean Pot and enjoy good
baked Beans. No way tobake beans as with a

&i\=wer, who is stationed at
submarine base. New London, Conn.,
and his wife from Ellsworth, were here
a

little ahead

a

across

the

I know enought about shotguns to be
that a
repeater will not shoot
loose but a
double gun
will.
What I
want to know is. is there any harm in
shooting a gun that is so loose it will

the

for

Generally

with
when

aware

Clarence

—

even

hit.

borne.

at

swung

iUbtUiaUiUlUft

Pvt. Ernest D.
Des'ens

pulled.

is

be

stopped

Anne.

Dec. 2S.

|

should
not

to shoot

ry

ug here.

re maim

rifle
and

game

am

1

thingVhe German

war

brave and

should have liked to have bad a cup of
good hot coffee that morning, but that
was out of the question.
At five minutes before six our barrage
lifted its fire and our machine guns
opened up for Are live minutes, which was
the signal for «« to go over at six o’clock.
It was a great Out terrible sight, those big
tanks crowing everything in front of
them—littKi bunches of men every where
We rutrfced the first line trench with the

in town.

short

saw’

hot and
us.

new

into the German

so

had since

we

is war, so we
cheerful.
Next day our kitchen caught up with
us and we got some warm food, and that
night back to the front we went, and from
tas it is called, the last hour before we go
then on till I was wounded on the night
We were cold and wet. 1
over the top.
of October 2, was much the same as I have
think most every oue was glad we were
tried to describe. We never retreated, and

spent last week in Searsport.

a

we

thing,

behind the German lines.
“Fritz” tried to answer back but in one
hour our guns had silenced every battery,
the next
as a German prisoner told us
morning, it was one continued roar all
nigbt long, and we stood there waiting
for daylight. Then came that zero hour,

Marie Wardwell of North Castine spent
few days here last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Mulloy and Miss Geneva

Qaiby Wardwell,
tattlp Oeveiis, spent

barrage

Our
before

Mrs. Webster has returned to her home
in Castine, after an extended stay in the
home of Harold Perkins and wife.
Dec. 23.
Woodlocke.

Leach

tons of lead

tons and

to visit her

a

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
lu firing a rifle at a running deer, or
any such ««me that is running, should
the rifle he moved with the game as it
runs, while taking sight, rs a shot-gun is
moved wit ha clay bird in its flight when
shooting at it, or is it better to hold ahead
and shoot h» the deer comes in line?

Mrs. Celeste

Eastman Dodge

CHT.

NEW VORR

COl'MHT,

WBL

ship
It

THE CENTAUR

on

ininr or ail or us, were
mougms,
of home. Seemed like there was a friend-

At

NETW'TORK-

J, Atb.nonUlsold

lay
building,
kept the

we

old French

how

that

so

XuECENTMJaCoNwnr.

hi

(if there is anything
boys like it is chocolates.)

in an

knows

out,

Sijnrt*^

us

moment,

our

Feverishness and

and

Fac-Simile

at last and it rained worse
We had orders to be ready to

came
ever.

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

gjaesssjs-i

1

light up the road once in a while and you j found as it was nearly all poisoned.
Kane, A. could see the men as thick as flies, in
About eleven o’clock fresh troops arPear: Coombs has moved his family Into
C.; Mrs. Lizzie Freethey, chaplain; Mrs. single tile slowly moving up. Artillery
rived and we were ordered
back for a
the Charles
E. Smith house, and will
Belle Bridges, marshal ; Mrs. Carrie FJye, and
almost
blocked
the
road.
supplies
HANCOCK POINT.
night’s rest—how* glad we were. We went
hoi
cmeof the teamsteraof the Frenchorganist; Miss Annie Doliard, Adah; Miss As we marched by the artillery boys they
back a little way to a little village we had
School opens to-day, Mrs. Susie Bishop, Amelia
man’s Bay Cumber Co.
Gott, Ruth; Mrs. Edith Phillips, said, “Good luck to you, we are back of
taken in the morning, and here is where 1
teacher.
Mrs.
Alice
Mrs.
Esther;
Stanley,
Martha;
st
been
hts
if
John Coombs, who
working
you and
you hold that hill thirty min- w’aut to
say a word for the Salvation Army
Mrs. Julia Heed has gone to Washington Mabel Cousins, Electa; Mrs. Minnie Ford, utes, until we can move up our guns, we
Boro-sville, spent Christmas here and left
work. Here in a little old building, one
E.
B.
sentinel.
Kane,
for
two
weeks.
Supper
where
he
Junction
warder;
will do the rest.”
Tbcrsday for Macomber’a mill,
side torn out by a big shell, and in danger
was served after the installation.
will tie employed for tbe winter.
“Fritz” w as sending over a few shells,
of being blown up every minute, was a SalIvory H. Foss leaves to-day tor Augusta,
Une Femme.
Dec. 30.
but little did he dream what was coming
vation Army woman who had hot chocoPercy W. DeBeck, the R. F. D. driver, as representative from this district.
soon.
We reached our front lines at a
Dec. 30.
M. K.
late for the boys—it was then two-thirty
tie his Christmas dinner at home for tbe
PENOBSCOT.
little after twelve o'clock; they were full a. m. and w’e were so wet and cold. She
abbnrtictmcntB.
Capt. R. H. Perkins has had a telephone of mud and water but we didn’t care, we stood in the door and poured out a milk
were to wait there till daylight.
At one can full to each one of us in our
installed in bis home.
cups as
a
Dr. M. A. Ward well and wife spent o’clock, without moment’s warning, the we went by. 1 think it was the greatest
Dec. 28.

Genuine Castoria
Always

%—

l*

uur

The officers of Lookout chapter were installed Friday evening. Dec. 27, by Past
Matron Miss Musa Dollard, as follows:
Mrs. Myrtle Powers, W. M.; E. H. Bridges, VV. P.; Mrs. Clara Cole, A. M.; Mrs.
Ida Cousins, treasurer; Mrs. Alice Stew-

“Christmas
music;
Tapley;
Cheer,” three girls; piano solo, Hazel
Cotton; exercise, four boys; music. The
children received deserved praise.

our

rain

served, and

was

sewing

on

move

Mrs. A. VV. Bridges entertained the Red
An
Cross society
Thursday.
all-day
Dinner

to lead the

called.

Dark
t

Lieut. Mahlon Hill, who has been at
home for the holidays, has received his
honorable discharge from *he service. He
will leave Tuesday for Springfield, Mass.

held.

were

was

that the soldier

Cole will All the vacancy caused by
of Mrs. Margaret Barbour.

was

who

a

late to take with

resignation

session

the

I w as one who
little red ribbon

and

Pj -.SS

and

around

came

munition, rifle, bayonet,

Roxbury, Mass., returned home Sunday.
Schools begin
Miss
again to-day.

Ken-

picked

men

regiment

and flrst-aid packet. We did not know’
that for three nights and four days it was
all we would have to eat and drink.
As the afternoon went by we went over
to the Y. \1. C. A. and got a cake of choco-

Mrs. Oscar Ford and daughter Mary,
who have been visiting her mother at

the

charge

our

Mothers Know That

soon.

to go into w hat
for some of us the

We all wrote home that afternoon,
and as I sat there and looked over the rest
of the boys I wondered who would be able
to write home again. Of course, we all
wanted to, but we knew for some it was
the last. I think we all had a strange
feeling, I know I did, but each one was
anxious to have it over with.
In the afternoon we began to get ready.
We were
only to carry our raincoat, a can of bully
beef, and two packages of hardtack,
three hundred and thirty rounds of am-

Batcheler are sorry to learn of her illness
of influenza in the hospital at Portland.

Rachel

were

day

For Infants and Children.

fall.

has

fnenls

we

they

returned from
Revere, Mass., where she has been visiting her sisters.

Frances

family.

em-

Owen L. Flye has returned to Sedgwick
to resume his duties as principal of the
high school.

neth Condon; music; piano solo, Ivadelle
Gray; recitation, Nelson Perkins; duet,
Genie Condon and Hazel Cotton; music;
duet, Marion Wardweil and Harriet Coddon; song, Ivadelle Gray and Catherine
Gray; recitation, Olive Kyan; duet,
Frances and Fletcher Tapley; song, Hazel
Cotton, Genie Condon, Ivadelle Gray and

Mrs. John C. Dane, who is teaching in
Kumlord, it spending tbe holidays with
her parents, D. E. Smith and wife.

been

Herrick.

by school; recitation,
and

has

land, where he has been employed.
Miss Georgia Winslow of Newton,
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Abbie

H.

song

who

The

colonel of

*r>‘t i

ieli iu thirty minutes some three
yema before. The Ueruians had said the hiil would
nev^r be taken, but they didn’t keo.v
that when the “American doughboy,” as

home.

is at

going to happen

before

CASTORIA

,Ket f.nni',n:-~ 45 Bind Dracha

We all knew

was

walked around and knew that we
going to lead an advance on a certain
where forty thousand brave French

Kendall Allen has returned from Rock-

overseer,

j Maynard Bates;
duet, Eugene

Bath,

stream.

n*«p

would know’ we were the boys who
would lead the way for our battalion.
We felt
pretty proud that day as we

Warren Ford has gone to Boston, where
he has employment for the winter.

A Christmas concert was given at Forester hall, Monday evening, by the pupils
of the grammar and primary schools. The
hall was prettily decorated with Christmas trimmings.
The concert, conducted
by the teacher. Miss Beth Condon, was a
great success, and netted fll.50, which
was
presented to the minister of the
Methodist church, the Iiev. John Carson.
The program was as follows: music, Gray’s

open January 6.

at

steady

a

LaggJMHPgffllBBa

one

Frank Btanley, who has spent two weeks
in Boston, returned home Friday.

Dec. 18 elected

Dec. 24,

Schools sre closed for the Christmas
vacation.
They, with the nigh school,

dsn

Howard Freethey,

ployed

>

played.

8. T. Goodwin Is at home from Tenant's
Harbor, where he baa been since March
working on stone.

will

j

Zjra Chat to; lecturer,
Emma Condon; steward, Leland Harvey;
assistant steward, Kay Gray; chaplain,
Lottie Gray; treasurer, L. B. Coombs;
secretary, Iva Huntington; gatekeeper,
Henry Condon; Ceres, Bertha Smith;
Pomona, Kuth Perkins; Flora, Elizabeth
Herrick; lady assistant steward, Leona
Green. After the election of officers light
refreshments were served and games

Will

in

Mrs. Elmer Leach has gone to Portland
to spend several weeks,

that date.

in

that something
mtant the last

pying to Pearl Tainter.
Mrs. A. B. Herrick, who has been principal of the grammar school the past
term, left for her home in Bluehill
Friday. Mrs. Herrick will not finish the
school year, as Mr. Herrick is
returning
from Camp Devens.
Dec.
23.
p.
|

Among the guests present was one of the |
oldest residents, Mrs. Edmund Gray, who

on

village

Austin Stanley has moved his family
into the Ingereoll house.
W. K. Cousins
has
sold the house thty were
occu-

|

eighty-fourth birthday

StitirrtiBrmenta.

OVER TilK TOP.

-—-——3—i^uKsa

Miss Edith Kane has gone to Portland
to work,

her

Child: :a lav* it,

C JONTY NEWS

Kornifr Hancock County Boy Wrltei
BltOOKUN.
of Experience 1n Action.
Mrs. FrankJ. Staples and Mow
J. Sherman Douglass of X^mome send?
Dorothy
are
spending winter in Lewiston.
U6 the following
letter written by bin
Elmer Leach has gone to Bingham brother, Private Koscoe A. Douglas*, Co.
where he has employ oent in a lumber B,a>ith infantry, A. E. F.. a boh of the
late John H. Douglass, formerly of B ;r
mill.
Mra. Helen Mayo Townsend and little Haroor. The letter, dated in France Oct.
daughter have gone to Bluehill to Bpend 28, follow*:
the winter with Mr. and Mrs. Townsend.
For two days we were billeted in a little
French village near the from line. It
A Christmas concert at the
Baptist
church Sunday evening by the girU ot the iained night and day, but men and guns
seemed to pour into the little shell, torn
Bunday school, was much enjoyed.

_

Bean Pot.
Swasey
on
Name

I

every one.

E. SWASEY & CO..

Portland, Me.

S PILLS
CHICHESTER
A1
DIAMOND

Vf

THE
Ladle*!' Ask

BRAND.

--

« hl-cbeo-ter

your Drusal
Diamond Tt

s

has arrived in New
Old Age.
; to know that he
No Royal l*t>a«l
Pills in Hod and
it
we
did
just I York after a
buses, sealed vith Blue
could «0BK) up, but
He is
year in France.
Unhappily there Is no agreement on
Take ao other- Buy of y<»
want
to
I
where
* Trie
say
Mere is
UracgM. AUfutClIU HI
now in a
the recipe for Yfvttig to a ripe old age, the aauie.
hospital for treatment, before
DIAMOND BRAND 1*11.1.4, ft* «*!
he horse«w» uure as big a hero as any one
believes
as Best, Safest. Always Reiiabla
known
home
‘centenarian
years
although every
| coming
for we bad no sooner got
The fact is, ther** els© mi oh-is war,
he has the secret.
I l>ec. 30.
ANNK.
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVEHVWHEBE
on the-bop of that bill, than the artillery i
'i
Of
it.
about
luck
of
-"T
i^- a good Vtefcl
j began *JK) move. Those pour horses rushed
course ew'ty^hody knows that the perf< fshell bok& and ditches
Jumping
Do
a
with
good phy
you enjoy hot lemonade and a blistering
son
who sturts in
and artillery
machine gun
and with
bath ? Better results are obtained by taking, bef re
sique nrtd 'lives happily and temper! oboonng at than all the time, they leaped
! hey re
ately affd usefully has the ad vantage
bed-time Lane’s cold and grip Tablets
drivers and gun•up that bill with their
over tk(‘ person who inherits a weak
will wake up in the mto
to the waist for
take,and
you
w bi> were
ners,
stripped
pleasant
b<nly and doesn’t take care of him
dof relief ob’
since one
tibey bad worked those nuns
ing surprised at the amount
self. P.ut even among those who have
before the
are
and
a stop,
and
guaranteed.
without
them
they
use
<o\;kwk
Thousands
everything in their favor many fail
hows could be unhitchro were sbeltuifc
to reach the four score years of O**
Sold by druggists everywhere.
we couid g<
so
of
us
in
Irout
the country
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Maine legislature
to-day. The party caucuses
With the rewere held last evening.
publicansin overwhelming control of
both branches, the results in the reThe

seventy-ninth

convenes

publican caucuses were of course
equivalent to election. The only contests of importance were for piesident
of the Senate and speaker of the
Hon. Leon F. Higgins of
Honee.
Brewer was successtul in the former,
and Hon. Frank G. Farrington ot
Augusta in the latter. Secretary of
State Frank W. Ball of Dover, Attorney-General Guy H. Sturgis ot

Dniiim i' ui

Simpson
without1

ronrr.

We will probably hear more and
more within the next few weeks, in
connection with the peace conference,
of the “balance of power.” This, in
brief, is an alliance of nations that
if one is attacked, all will
This is the system that Premier
Clemenceau of France adheres to, I
and which he says will be his gu.ding !
thought at the peace conference. “If
England, the United States, France j
and Italy had made such an alliance
before the war, the war would not

j

have occurred,” he says.
Opposed to this view is the “League j
of Nations’’ of which President Wil- I
son talks.
In a speech at Manchester,

England, few days ago he said: “If
the future had nothing for os but a
new attempt to keep the world at the

j

right

poise by a balance of power, the
United States would take no interest j
in it, because she will join no com- j
bination of power which is not a combination of us all.”
Here seems to :
be a direct issue between the Premier ;
of France and the President of the
United States, two of the leaders in
the peace conference. We will hear
more of it.

Distinguished Service
men

Cross.

to whom the distin-

guished service cross was,recently awarded
bytbe eommauder-iu-chief, in the name of
the President, is Private Allen P. Wescott,
of North Castme,troop C, 2nd cavalry. The
incident for which he received this
honor is cited in the orders

as

into
! transmute the impulse of the people
devote
the settled purpose of the nstion to
sll its
I

With the coming ot peace this teelis bouud to grow in intensity and

crystallize around

some

definite idea. One

thing is certain.

The

present age diies

strength

and energy to

i
hi titles of the plan
j nation?

not look with favor upon useless display
in monuments and triumphal arches alone ;
as a means of doing honor to a useful life.

a

practical

extension of national highways. What
the poasimore is needed save to oring

Of all the

to the attention ot the

uhuioi

names

of

Oesar

great

follows:

For extraordinary heroism in action
Uhevieres, France, Oct. 21,1918. Becoming separated from bis own organization, Pvt. Wescott attached himself to an
iniantry company. While on a patrol he
near

wounded three
times. After
the
party bad been surrounded by German
machine guns, he volunteered to carry a
message to the company
commander,
wading across the Avre river in so doing.
After guiding a platoon to the relief ot
the patrol, he again made several trips to
and from the company post of command,
crossing the river, though waiBt deep, five
times after being wounded. He was sent
to the rear against his vigorous protests,
and after being tagged tor evacuation, be
gave further proof of his devotion to duty
and
unselfishness
by
helping carry
another wounded soldier three miles on a
stretcher.
was

Phillips Declared Elected.
governor and council last Friday
officially declared Dr. George A. Phillips,
republican, elected representative to the
legislature from Bar Harbor. An error in
the official returns, as reported some time
■go, gave Herbert JL. Graham, democrat,
368 votes and Dr. Phillips 348.
An inDr.

The

spection

of the ballots disclosed the error,
vote, sb now announced by the
governor and council, being 347 for Mr.
the actual

■

highway^

j

►

_

mountains, the charm of forest, lake and
With the revelation of tbe great
out-of-doors, with its call from trees and

flowers,

clear air and

in

sunshine,
the inspiration
will

come

to
larger measure
thoughts and the resultant moral
uplift so clearly observed among the
wearied toilers, let loose in the playgrounds of great cities.
nobler

I went to truck school three weens here at
Clermont, France, which was very nice for
me. as I like autos so well.
From there 1
was put to work on a Dig gun, or
you
would think so if you heard her speak
once.
She weighs sixteen tons in traveling position. It is a 155 Q. P. F., a French
make. The barrel is about twenty feet
long. It shoots a projectile weighing from
ninety-seven pounds to one hundred and
four.
Some baby!
The range is from
one mile to fifteen.
We left Beaumont the laBt of October
for the front.
We were under fire for
eight or ten days, but we were not shooting at the Germans all of that time, as we
had to work nights getting our guus in

effects already
by progressive states through
improved highways, it requires no stretch
of the imagination to visualize some of
the results in health and enjoyment from firing position, as they are good big things
to get around through the woods and over
freer intercourse,
if this
spontaneous roads that had been shelled to pieces by
In view of the marvelous

achieved

gratitude to our soldiers for their sacri- the retreating Huns. But we got at them
fices “over there” could be transmuted November 8, and we sore did give them
some of their own medicine.
into an enterprise so truly magnificent.
On Nov. 11 they ordered all firing stopped
The sentiment of the country, quite at 11 o’clock, and that
spoiled all our
aside from any consideration ot a memo- fun. I was up at the front line trenches
voked.
in about three hours shaking hands with
rial, has long been ripe for such system of the Huns, and
they sure were some
roads. The exigencies of war have demThe Bed Cross Drive.
pleased to think the war was over. I got
The Christmas membership drive of the onstrated the need and value of better a few souvenirs which I will bring borne
Bed Cross in Hancock county has gone means of communication. No other form if I can.
We expect a big
dinner,
over the top.
Already over 6,000 members of expenditure yields quicker returns in as we are back out Thanksgiving
of the woods at the
have been enrolled, with a few towns still dividends or satisfaction, or leaves a front, to a little valley between two
hills,
to be heard from. About 5,500 were en- deeper impress of permanent prosperity. from which the Yanks drove the Huo«
This knowledge has come from tbe ex- out about a year ago. It is a nice place.
rolled in last year’s drive.
There are billeta dug in the side hill. We
perience of every community and accounts have little stoves in them. Some life we
for the rapid development of highway im- are living, waiting
patiently for the day
KITTERY TO CARIBOU.
provement once started in ail parts of the when we can say good-bye to sunny
France.
The Lincoln highway, stretchWe are all happy and well.
Andrew Dorion, an East Hampden boy, country.
Fay and
ing across thg continent from the Atlantic Ivory are with me, and always have been.
was
instantly killed Thursday while to
tbe Pacific, and tbe Dixie highway, We only had one man wounded out of
coasting, Lis sled running from a side
210 men. Some luck! The good Lord was
designed to unite the North and South,
street into an automobile, the driver of
with us all right.
show clearly what can be accomplished
Something seems to tell roe we will be
which, Elmer Hopkins of Bangor, was
in the states some time in
Jauuary.
unable to see the boy until too late to
Catarrhal
Deafness
Cannot
Be
Cored
avoid a collision.
local
as
EASTBROOK.
applications,
they cannot reach
Mrs. Eliza Pratt Fogg, the oldest by
the diseased portion of tbe ear. There is
F. A. De Meyer and Vernon Has lam are
resident of Bangor, died Friday, aged 102. only one way to cure catarrhal deafness,
and that is
a
at
constitutional remedy. lumbering
Macomber’a mill this winby
Mrs. Fogg retained all her faculties until Catarrhal deafness
is caused by an inflamed ter.
Mrs. Haslam is cooking for them.
she was past the century mark. She condition of the mucous lining of tbe eustachian tube, vs hen this tube is inflamed
Private Ralph Joy and Corp. Earl Giles
yon
was born in
Monroe and lived there have a rumbling sound or
imperfect hearing,
until moving to Bangor three years ago. and when it is entirely closed, deafness is the were home from Camp Devens during the
result. Unless the inflammation can be reweek of Christmas.
duced

Graham and 358 for Dr. Phillips. Mr.
Graham made no contest. The certificate
of election issued to him has been re-

and this tube

PARTRIDGE COVE.
School commences to-day, taught by
Mrs. Imogene Peaslee of Hancock.
Reuel Bartlett and family of Ellsworth,
spent Christmas at Henry Bartlett’s; also
Persia and Dorothy Young.
Dec. 30.
Hubbard.

KILLED IN ACTION.

Norton.
Robert M Borland,
Frank G Stewart,
Oramell K Huston,
Clnranoc W Curti*.
AfanaaSIatveieiak,
AntiDoCoIaotoni,

restored

to

its

norma]

condition, hearing will be destroyed forever
Many cases of deafness are caused by cats-rh
which is
surfaces.

inflamed condition of the mucous
Hall’s
Catarrh Medicine
actc
on the mucous surfaces ol

an

through the blood
the system.

We will give one hundred dollars for am
casa of
catarrhal deafness that cannot t><
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine. Circular*
free. All druggists, 76c.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.

I
£ SKUNKS MOVE IN;
SCHOOL MOVES OUT £
£
*
2
Wls.—When
*
Darlington,
£
family of skunks decided to go 2
2
* to bousekeping underneath the it
village school here teachers and 2
2
* pupils at the school decided to
_

a

h

S*
£
2

decamp. The school children are 2
enjoying their unexpected vaca- *
tlon

Henry

the

AMERICANS

French Street Urchins Take Delight
in Imitating Yankee Military Police Activities.

are

playing they

are

“zig-zag”—the

Youthful Suitors Egged.
Huntington, W. Va.—Automobiles
carrying Ashland <Ky.) high school
Frnest Abbott and Walter Googins who boys, who came to call upon local high!
are with the A. E. F. in France, have been
school gigls, looked like an omelette
heard from since the war closed, and are on wheels before the youths of the
all right. They did not Know when
they Huntington school had satisfied their
come home.
Both were transferred from Jealous emotions. Three crates of 05the 76th division, and Walter'Qoogins was
.■ent eggs were showered on the vis
with the 33rd division at the Woevre front. itors.
Dec. 31.

Gbbc.

Aoburn
Brighton
Madiaor
Banger

Kalley,

Harmony
MEBYICK.

HlfTHON DUPFEE,

Trenton
Ellsworth

NORTH BROOK8VHXE.
Hannah Perkina bis closed her cottage
gone to live with her aon, Brook*
Grindle.
Mrs. Hone Grindle of Foroatville, Conn,
waa a guest at K. 8. Grindle'*, Chriatmat
and

time.
Ahbie
Nichoia la visiting her aiater,
Lacy Mill*, before leaving for Bluehill for
the winter.
in

Mr*. G. A. Pierce visited her daughter

Belfast

last week.

Gage Grindle haa moved his family te
Penobscot, w here he baa employment.
K. 8. Grindle is
boarding at Nora

Itnzslkn Schwliwner, n Hungarian
writer and pacifist who now reside* In
Switzerland, has been appointed an
ambassador by the Hungarian government (or that post in Switzerland.
Miue. Schwlumier la the originator of
the Ford peace ship Idea mid was one
of the prominent figures In that peace
mission. She will enfer upon her duties in Hie very near future at Berne.

Young's.

Mlaa Evelyn Lord
home from Coburn.

and Wilson Dow

Dec. 30.

are

C.

lost
business Mellon of Ellsworth.
lady's sealskin staff. Will finder please
leave at Ambrica* oflRee? Reward offered.

MUFF—In

Jar salt.

IRISH FARMERS MAKE GOOD
Loyally to the War
mand (or Big Food Pro-

Respond

of horse-sleds; also one two seated
pane
Apply lo Fbbd U. (Smith. telephone 123-13. Elis worth.

SET

De-

Udp ESUmLT.

duction.

BOY WANTED
Dublin.—The Irish department of
tell vanilla flavoring after school hour»
and Saturday*
band #1.00 for eight hot
ngrieuliuntl crop and cuttle returns
tier that retail for 25c each. Send postcard
(or lttis shows that the Irish fanners | for free iwmplr bottle. Wa kkfi klo Extract
responded loyally to the call made tut | Co., Hanbornvllle. N. H.
them to produce more food for the

TO

fighting

men.

The area put under corn crops of
all kinds was 1M.SK9 acres, being
K19.074 acres more than In 1916. The
acreage under flax was 141,538, nr IjO,084 more than In 1 illd.
In 191*1 Ireland had 598,978 horses of all kinds,
which In 1918 had risen to 618,807.
The number of horses used for amusement and recreation hud In that"
jierlod fallen hy 9.579. which shows
that the Increase was mainly for agricultural and Industrial purposes.
The total number of cattle fall from
4.970.441 in 1916 to 4.868,282 In 1918,
largely due to the numbers exported
to (treat Britain, particularly milch
cows.
Poultry also showed a reduction of over 2.000.000 in 1918 as compartsl with 1916.
The figures show that while animal
production fell off considerably the
farmers concentrated, ns requested by
the authorities, on the production of
grain crops and potatoes.

KKA Hf KN
Chaitfle for AiHiiiuwmeat—Fr*p.
3*U. 9. Shipping Board free navigation school
at Portland trains teamen for officer*’ berths
in new Merchant Marine.
Short cat to the
bridge. Two years’ sea fxperlencc required.
Native or ns*ur.<fired citizens only. Course
six weeks. Apply to Frank A. Wilson at
school, Municipal Bldg, Portland, between
I SO and 5 p. m. Hatnrdavs 8.30 a m. to 12 noon

jfemale JMrlp IfiUntfb.
EMPLOYMENT. BRAIDING rurs
for us is pleasant, easy, well paid work.
For particulars address Pant.*** A Piskham.
Inc., HOP Anderson St., Port!and. Me.

UOkP:

HOTEL HELP WANTED
WOMEN and girls wanted for beat
year around hotels in
Maine; 25
waitresses, fine tip hotels; also chamber,
kitchen, dish, laundry and scrub women,
chefs, pastry and all-around cooks Bell and
bu»s boys, second
ana
third cooks for
hotel positions. Apply always to Maine Both!. Abxscy, new quarters, 90 Main street,
Hnnghr.
Established
87 years.
300 girls
wanted for best summer hotels.
inclose
stamp for reply. Few high grade housework
places.

iprctnl atstuu.
NOTICE TO NTOCKIIOLDKRS.
annual
of the stockholders
of Ellsat
rooms of
the company In Ellsworth on Tuesday, Janu
ary W. 1919. ati p. in., for the transaction of
the following business:
1. To choose a board of directors of the
Company for the ensuing year.
3. To choose an executive board of the
Company for the ensuing year.
8.
To iransset any other buaineaa that may
legally come before said meeting.
Omar W. Tapi n»* Clerk.
Ellsworth, Maine, Janaary \ JP»8.

meeting
of the Union Trust Company
YANKEE GUNS PROVE BEST THE
worth will he held
the banking

Long-Range Cannon Used North of
Verdun Superior to All
Others.

London.—The loner-range guns with
which American forces north of Verdun bombarded the Important Louguyon-Mezleres railway were manned exclusively by United States naval crews
and under direction of a United States
The guns, which fired
rear admiral.
the biggest low-trajectory shell ever
hurled across the western front, were
most accurate and aroused the Intense
It
admiration of the French officers.
was not necessary to provide cement
gun emplacements such as the Qerman
were compelled to erect for their powerful high trajectory guns.
In other
words, tint Amerh-uns brought a new
powerful weapon Into play, which required a minimum of effort In manipulating, camouflaging and removing, if
spotted.

Springfield, Mo.—"For Gqd’g sake,
captain—my wife; don’t let her know
—not until after the baby comes.”
Sergt. Homer Ballinger, a Spring*
field youth, dying of wounds on a
French battlefield, made this plea to
his commanding officer. Captain Marchant promised; Sergeant Ballinger

Somewhere In France.—There are
few cities in France that do not have
American M. P.’s. The Yankee patrol,
with his club dangling from his wrist smiled and died.
Recently a tiny stranger came to
and the red badge of authority on his
the home of Mrs. Lucille Ballinger,
arm has become almost as
regular a
thing as the donkey carts and ca- bringing a new happiness to the cottage where the girl bride lives.
thedrals.
Then a few days later a letter came
The French street urchins, who are
from France:
very proud of the Americans, may be
With eager fingers Mrs. Ballinger
seen at play imitating the military potore open the missive.
lice.
She read a
Armed with a baton and an “M. P." few lines and fainted.
Captain Marchnnt had kept his word.
insignia attached to the arm they lord,
it over the other children of the “rue,"
establish fantastical “restricted dis-i BRITISH
PLAN NAVAL BASE
trlcts," and arrest other youths who
universal French expression for intoxication.

L

Millinocket

EL WOOD M YOUNG,
A

skunks are apthe'r new

AT BEING

Bella.;
Bat*
Mexico

DIED IN

patently enjoying
place of abode.

PLAY

Portland

Kdward H Locke,
Herlwl A Paine,
George P Cilley,

LAST THOUGHT IS OF WIFE
£
*
£
2 Dying Yank Requests Wife Be Net
Notified Until After Child
Mt****************** *««««*
Is Bern.
and

Kingfleid
dtockton
Portland

e"

Lawrence J Bradbury,
Alden M Gayton,

j

stream.

Foreign and H0Ble
and Wounded.

in

Donald W

i
Brought

and

UVI',

Lint* of Dead

OF CENTDSY REALiZiU I

great warriors the world; has

Men

Maine

1

I

DIED OF WOUNDS.

the
Redemption of Lost Domains
Of
Napoleon atand out as supreme.
About by Force of Arm*—Sent
nothing rciiv|uis
triumphs
their
j
military
of
the
The liberty memorial, regardless
h
Forres Into France, Alb.viia,
to the progress
contribution
a
I
as
special form it may ultimately assume, to-day
Macedonia and Palestine.
to the system
be
to
world
compared
ot
the
in
must be something usefuHo the living
highways which they
their every-day life, something big ana of permanent
trno*'*
the
Italian
Washington.—Tim
not created. With prophetic foresight
national in its
scope, something
were wall on their way into Trout' to
; heat minds of the ages visioned the transmerely article and beautiful, but permawhan the armistice halted the allied
value to atate and nation of free
nent in cb racter and stimulating to na- cendent
ri des
on
their many battle fronts.
! and permanent communication,
tional grow u and pat not ism.
i It has seamed to me that the schools The dream of a century of the Italian
Suggestions have hitherto been largely
reason of their nationpeople—the redemption of their lost
local in character and have taken the ot America, by
their growing appredomains In the north—was being realform of memorial buildings, as centers wide distribution,
ized by the force of arms when the
the value of good roads as a
of civic development, triumphal arcLes ciation of
national asset, and especially because of German-Austrlan colWlpse made It surf
and bridges spanning mighty rivers bethat the Trentino, like Alsace-Lorraine,
the ability of the young to stimulate
tween great cities and states.
in any worthy cause, are
wonld be returned by the peace terms
Mr. Frick, of New York, in refusing patriotic zeal
to present this idea
to the mother race.
to lend his sanction to such local and peculiarly qualified
of its larger possibilities to
Trentino Italian.
pernicious forms of unrelated local me- with some
of the country.
The Austrian government In Its
morials, sums up the situation with the attention
ask
the
to
ventnre
May I not, then,
admirable clearness and vigor: “All of
latest official census admitted that the
school ooys and girls of America, under
our soldiers in this great war fought as
Tre 'no was Italian by 370.000 out of
consider
to
the direction of their teachers,
a national army for a common countryIts
,1,000 |>opulation. The whole disthis brief outline of a plan to establish
a mighty
one for all and all for one
trict had retained tile I-atin culture in
of
the
and hamlet
union, solid as a rock in defense of in every city, village
spite of the efforts to Germanize It In
something to remind coming
who re- ! nation
we
national freedom. Ought
and customs.
Attempts a'
language
time of the sacrifices
raained at home, even in praiseworthy generations for all
had been put down ruthlessly
rebellion
lives iu the
endeavor to prove our undying gratitude, of those who gave their
by the Austrian masters. Seed* of d
to conserve,
do anything to apportion the credit be- cause of liberty, something
senslon sowed by the Austrians han
of war, the
tween states, to say nothing of innumer- as it were, out of the havoc
caused estrangement between the Italof
lessons
peace?
able towns and villages?”
priceless
ian Irredentists and the Jugo-Slavs.
inis
not
which
Nothing local, then,
whose Interests since have pro red to
WALTHAM.
eluded as a vital element in a coraprebe paruileL
Arthur L. Jordan, V. S. N., is home on a
hensive system is adequate to meet the
i.
f;-n
li'ii:11
at
a
memorial
national
furlough.
requirements of
iiCainst superior Austrian forces. but1
this stage of the nation’s progress.
Roland Jordan has received his disagainst tic physical difilcultla* preIt has occurred to me that all these charge from service, and returned home.
tented In the mountainous districts of I
worthy ends could be achieved if these ! Pvt. Harold Hastens of Cimp Devens •he frontier. In three years of fttrhs
!
memorial bridges and connecting avenues
W.
;ns tinder the most difficult condition
ipent Christmas with his parents, M.
could be combined with the national
biaslara and wife.
he Italians took from their heri• liter' j
into one grand
reservations and parks
monies prisoners numbering 4.4S9 cf 1
Miss Madyline Jordan,^%jbo is teaching
comprehensive system of
fleers ami ldP.SJXl enlisted men.
Ilr’ 1
n Pittsfield and Miss Vera Jordan, who is
embracing the whole country. Because
an engineers built .'1.500 kilometers
1 it
tending high school at Bangor, spent
of the obvious help of such a system in
road anil swung 1.500 kilometers «
'hristtoas here.
promoting great enterprises, the project
ruble from cliff to cliff for the trims |
wife
arrived
Roland Salisbury and
should enlist the vigorous support of
porta 11 on of troop* and monitions.
manufacturing and commercial interests. December 24. Mr. Salisbury has been
’•
’v has called to arms little fewer ■
From its sentimental appeal to the stationed in New Jersey in the service,
bun
5.500.000 men, of which she tin I
patriotism and gratitude of the nation, i cut has received his discharge.
In recent flchtlng or. j
ost 1.500.006.
it is sure to gain the enthusiastic aid of
Dec.
21.
met
No.
Court
3^69,
Snyctic,
|
the Austrian front Italy had at her!
and
historical
social
organiz.it ion*. I'he following officers were elected for the
iiisposal only M divisions to opposi
What this support has meant to any j msuiug year: C H, Lila Martin; C Phy,
the 70 divisions of the enemy. In adworthy object, has been seen in the Dr S S DeBeck; C R, A K Hasiem; V C K,
illtlon Italy sent forces Into France
results achieved by tbe various charity 5. N. Jordan; US, H L Jordan; F S, Belle
Albania, Macetlonla and Palestine,
organizations during the war.
K
C
Nettie
DeBeck; Ora,
{asiatn; treas,
which. It Is sold, were greater the r
The arrangement of trunk lines and
vlartin; Org, Austin Giles; S W., Lenora
'he French. British and American
subsidiary branches, tbe method of nam- villi'man; J W, Albert Jordan; J B,
forces sent to aid Italy.
ing highways, parks and bridges after £rlaud Haslam. Officers will be installed
Not Prepared for War.
distinguished soldiers and statesmen, tbe lanuary 11.
:o-ordination of all details of the general
Italy did all this at a time when she
J seph Fox killed a hog last week, one
was not well prepared for war In bet
plan, should be placed in the hands of a
which weighed 535 pounds.
ear old,
national commission composed of men of
ndtistries and natural resources. She
A’hat farmer in Hancock county can beat
recognized ability. This commission ob- I hat.
especially lacked coal.
riousiy invokes the full authority of tbe j
The Trentlno with the Italian occuCharles W. Jordan and wife left Dec. 23
national government and involves an up- i
nntlon could not bo much more Italian
for Jamaica Plain, Mass. Mr. Jordau will
In spirit than under the Austrian rule
peal to both branches of Congress for apreturn here for the winter.
propriate legislation. Similar bodies
Trent, a city of 30,000 Inhabitants. 1
Dec. 30.
L.
should be appointed in each state to cotypically Italian in customs anil archi1
EROM OVER THERE.
operate with tbe national organization.
tecture. Such is the condition in Rlva,
This bodv should also control interstate
on Lake Garda, and other important
The following letter has been received
motor licenses, which should also be i
towns tn the district. The rural disby Mrs. A. H. Hardison from her son
national in scope.
Newell who has been in active service
tricts, too, are almost completely ItalSuch a system of perfected highways : overseas. Private
ian In language and spirit.
Hardison is attached to
named in honor of our martyred dead, |
It Is one of the anomalies of history
battery E, 303rd heavy field artillery. He
would ultimately change materially tbe writes from
Louviers, France, under that such a province could remain so
physical aspect of the country and pro- date of Nov. 23. He says:
long under an alien yoke. It was highfoundly affect tbe current of national life,
You have asked me many times what I
ly prized by the Hapsburgs for its
in its execution there is scope tor every was doing and all about things. Well,
a
mountain
military possibilities,
know we could not write much bevariety of talent and ability, of brain and you
wedge projecting Into Italy, as one
fore
was declared.
I am glad now
brawn, of zeal and enthusiasm. The plan ; that peace
we can write a few things.
Italian writer expressed It, “an enorYou can
has the added merit of progressive use- I tell all the folks we sure have had some
mous foot shod with mountains upoD
fulness. While under construction, it is ( fun.
the neck of Italy.”
can
oegm 10 leu you, out hope 1 can
still useful. With every extension its
tell you all in a couple of months.
Well,
utility is increased. In due time would be I told you in one of my letters 1 was going
opened up and made accessible to the na- to a truck school, and they scratched it
tion all the grandeur ot the sea and out, ao you didn't know what 1 waa doing.

produced,

tASl'ALl

WOMAN AMBASSADOR

on

«•

fight.

a

ity.
iug

Outnumbered. She Brought
Debacle by Magnificen*
Work.

j

agree,

Among the

spontaneous outburst of feeling
someth inf7 big and worth
a

ITALY WON WAR
DESPITE OBDS

—

opposition.
in«

a

obstacles

gre it

j

Portland, Commissioner of Agriculture John A. R iberts of Norway and
State Treasurer Joseph W.
of York were re-nomiuated

for

should be done to commemorate the gratitude of the nation to those who have
given their lives in the service of human-

W. H. Titus, Editor and Manager.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 1,

Sug^Htlou

and Cast'ne, headmaster ot Penu
School, Philadelphia.’
Almost coincident with the signing ol
the armistice, from all parts ot the country

ELLS WORN, MAINE

ADVERTISING RATES ON

by a few determined men working together to achieve
a
worthy purpose. These highways,
brought to a high degree oi perfection in
of
a few years by a relatively small body
good road enthusiasts, give an idea of
what the whole nation, working together
great purpose,
under the stimu'us of a
might accomplish. The noble sentiment
of a country’s gratitude stands ready 10

against

BUILD HIOHWAY-*.

Pacific Fleet to Have

Headquarter*

at

Esquimalt, Suburb of Victoria, B. C.
Victoria. B. C.—England plans a
great naval base at Esquimalt, a suburb of this city. A delegation of Imperial officers Is here now to superintend the construction of
huge naval
drydocks and a naval training college
at that point. It is believed a
large
part of the British Pacific fleet will
have Its headquarters at this western
Canadian port

ANNUAL MKKTINO.
of the
annual

meeting
stockholders
of the Union River Tel« phonwJro., will
THE
of
be- held
Monday. th» tweutkkh

on
day
Janoa.y, 1919. at the office of Mp clerk in
Aurora at 10 o>plock a. m., for th# purpose of
eleoting a board of directors for Rhe ensuing
year and transacting any mixt business
which may legally come beforwsahi meeting.
H. T. ftxjsar. Clerk.

JUfla; Actgts.
PROHATK NOTICK8.
that the following
\ronCB is hereby givenboon
made by the
iA appointments have

Probate Court within and for the county of
■awcock. State of Maine:
Eugene Hale, late of Ellsworth. An said
county, deceased, Clarence Bale and Frederick Hale, both

of

Portland, Cumberland

county, Stale of Maine, >ppotated executors

of the last will and testa me at of said deceased; date of qualification of Clarence Hale.
December X, a. d. 101ft; date of qualification
ef Frederick Hale. December IS, a. d. 1918.
Andrew P. Duffy, late mi Ellaworth. in said
county, deceased. Agnes M. Brady, of said
Ellsworth, appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of said deceased; date of
qualification December 1?. a. d. 1918.
Evelyn K. Bullard, late of Ellsworth, in
said couuty, deceased.
George R. Googins
o! Bar Harbor, in said county, appointed administrator de bouts ueu; date of qualification
December ?, a. d. 1918.
Nettie A. Bettel, late of Bluebiil, in said
county, deceased.
James B. Bettel of said
Bluebiil, appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased; date of qualification
December 8, a. d. 1918.
James 8. Con den, late of BrooksriMe, in
said county, deceased, ■■rerett L. Gray of
said Brooksville, appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceased; date of qualification December 10, a. d. 191ft.
Raymond A. Turner or Raymond Turner,
late of Orland, in said county, deceased
Clarence A. Tarner of Portland. Cumberland
county. State of Maine, appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased; date of
qualiAcsdic n December 10, a. d. 1918.
Amanda R. Norwood, late of Tremont. is
said county, deceased.
Llewellyn J. Norwood of said Tremont, appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased; date of
qualification December 10, a. d. 1918.
Thomas H. Landers, late of Bar Harbor, in
said county, deceased. Vernou G Waagatt of
said Bar Harbor, appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceased; date of qualification December IS, a. d. 1918.
Julia lenders, late of Bar Harbor, in said
county, deceased. Vernon G. Wasgatt of said
Bar Harbor, appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased; date of qualification
December 12. a. d. 1918.
Robert Orosgrove, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Carrie K. Ladd of North
Islesboro, Waldo county. State of Maine, appointed administratrix of the estate of said
deceased; data of qualification December 10.
a. d. '918.
Blanchard G. Tainter. late of Swan's Island,
in aaid cojnty, deceased. Fernando F. Morse,
of ssid Swan's Island, appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased; date
of qualification December 19, a. d. 1918.
Ellen Bishop, late of Corea, in said county,
1 deceased. Harry S. Bishop of said Corea, appointed administrator ot the estate of said
deceased; date ol qualification December 8,
a. d. 1918.
Dated at Ellsworth, this first day of
January, a. d. 1919.

|

Roy C. Haunts,

Register.

HOUND.

OBITUARY.
•

PATRICK H. RHKA.

and esteemed cltlAnothfr well-known
out of the business
*en dropped suddenly
death on Christi,(e of Bllawortb in the
Death r<H. Bbea.
Of
Patrick
day
mas
acute indigestion, from which
irom
,ullt
attacks, but he had
be hao had previous
cor

before

Arno

*«rvK» and •tatioued at C/<tujp
i;.
Michael of
L)ev•'i■»; also aeven brothers.
and
Kltsworih, Johu, Joseph, Edward
and
Jeretnisb of Woburn, aiaaa.; James
Bar Harbor, and one sister,
Charles of
of Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Ebaabetb Murray
held at the home Fri’the loneral was
1"'‘*t|agan offlclaung
ds>, F»vft. Sheridan council,
Mtuiu-r* l,f Philip
tCiisMsof tolumbua, of which deceased
grand knight, attended iri a

Methodist

Society of Ellsworth Out of Debt for First Time

Harry Bordeaux lost his bungalow
Tuesday night, by fire. It is thought it j
caught by sparks from the chimney.
Klson Reed, of the destroyer Dent, has
been ho ne on a short furlough. His
friends were glad to see him looking so

uBfapast

body.

___

ANDREW HCTSOX DUPREE.

Friends

shocked

Kllaworth
of he death of A. Hutton
popular Kllaworth boy, which
were

in

Hun lay to learu

uuffee. a
occurred that day in the naval hospital at
illness of
Chelsea, Masa., alter a abort
Comparatively tew in Ells-

pneumonia.

wortb knew of bia crilioal illness.
Deceased wss tweoty-eight years of
of Mr. and Mrs.
age, the oldest son
Michael Duffse of Kllaworth. As a young
mao he learned telegraphy in the Western
Cnlon office in Ellsworth, becoming an
expert operator. For the past lew years
he bad been employed as night operator
in the Bangor office, and as operator at
the office In Bar Harbor during the sumFor two summers he was
mer season.
manager of the office at Northeast HarHe enlisted

teiegrapucr in me
and after nerving

as a

patrol service,

cohbi

for a
stationed

Bingham, Ma«a., was
Booth bay Harbor. &c<*ntly he was
transferred from there back to Hiugham,
where he was taken ill.
BHe married in May last Miss Bertha F.
while at

naval

hospital

Chelsea, Maas.,

in

age of

twemy-three years, lie
young man and was loved by
knew

him.

the

wan a

hue

all

Bar
He

The ladies sewing: circle will meat ThursMrs. A. W. Ellis.
Mrs. John A. Scott of Comma is with
mother, Mrs. Geo. fiS. Davis, who is ill.

her

Frank E. Fernald and wife left Thursday for Bearsport, where Mr. Fernald will

home yesterday
Joseph Patterson

and

Americana

Learned

wife.

also attended

Winfred B. Joy and wife, who have been

stationed at

executive officer on
He had just received another promotion,
and been transferred to the U.
S. 8.
Witilla as navigation officer when be was
taken ill. His death came as a great
shock to relatives

and

friends.

Besides

J

parents, Capt. and Mrs. A. A. Hanna,
he
leaves
three
sisters-Mrs.
Harry
Mt. Desert, Mrs. Claude
Haynes of
Murphy of Bound, and Miss Beatrice
Hanna of Sorrento.
H.
Dec. 30.
WEST SULLIVAN.
yue ana
ing at South Gouldsboro.
uaiias

rtewroia,

son

ELLSWORTH METHODIST CHURCH.

1

his

Over fourteen years ago, in February,
went to work, and iu February, 1906, ser1904, the Methodist society of Ellsworth vices were held (or the first time in the
had a mortgage-burning service, and for ! new church on Hancock street.
the first time in many years congratuLast evening there was another mortlated itself on being out of debt. Less gage-burning at the Methodist church,
than a week later, on February 28, 1904, I and again the society is absolutely free
the old church on Bridge bill, the home of from debt. Not only has the new church
Methodism in Ellsworth for more than b^n fully paid for, but. a parsonage has
half

are

visu-

a

And
of

home

a

of

a

been

century, was burned.
so the society, out of

necessity

Mrs. Frank Leighton of Bangor is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Angus Milne.

also,

of

new

found

debt, but

facing

itself

out

|

the

j

church.

1

Meaning

j
I
I

notorious

as a

nation

of

money-spenders,

thousands of her people annually squan-

dering practically

every cent

that

they

The war savings campaign has
changed all this, and now America, like
France and many of the other European
earned.

countries, knows the meaning of the word
thrift. Millions of Americans who formerly never laid aside a cent of income
now put away at regular intervals sum
of money io thrift and war savings stamps.
Starting possibly with the smaller amount,
many people after twelve months have increased their weekly amount of savings
until

they
putting
without depriving themselves of any of
life’s enjoyments, where formerly the
money was literally wasted in a manner
which they themselves could
not account for.
One of its greatest fields of activity has
been in the schools, where millions of
children have beeo taught the lesson of
thrift and have laid the foundation for
opportunities in business which thej
would not have known but for the war
savings campaign.
now

grange ball

DEDHAM.
I- K. Blarlc of Bangor spent Christmas
»ith his parents, W. W. Black and wife.

Beatrice,

young daughter of Herbert
Winchester and wife, ia very ill of poeuThe family of John McTague is ill of
influence.
J- A. McLaughlin is ill from an attack
of asthma.
«. W. Brewster
has returned from a
trip to Wakefield, Mass.
10

Deo, ip.

Mr- *nd
B

in

Sarsaparilla For

Time like This,
After Influenza, the
Grip,

at

REV.

made

Grover

weather

the winter

is

has

man

to be

an

Goodwin

Charles

business

a

substantiate

to

open
of

lot of

new

claims

that

a

bis

one.

Mariaville,

pneumonia, was a
Grover’^ last Wednesday.

Buren,

spending
Mary’s college,
little brother
the holidays here. His
Justin will accompany him on his return
to enter the same school. The
Van

|

The winter term of Gilman high and (
the grade schools begin Tuesday of this

little

men

have

hosts

of

is

friends

here

interested in their progress.

“Merry Christmas”

was

quietly passed

here, 48 the day was stormy and those
who would have exchanged visits were
kept indoors. Among the families having
the
bouse chapel, as
at the parish
trees in the evening for their chiildreu
rector, Rev. Charles F. Lee, was at Seal were: J. L. Salisbury and wife, Ebeu
Harbor.
Salisbury and wife, W. Moore and wife.
!
Friends of Corp. Harold R. Varney, Fountain Davis and wife and Mrs. Nathan
who is in France, will be
pleased to Salisbury.
know that he has been heard from I
Mrs. J. L. Salisbury was tendered a
since the armistice was signed.
real surprise by all her neighbors coming
have
who
Harold
Lieut, and Mrs.
Reed,
Wednesto her house in a body last
been spending a few
days with his day evening, the anniversary of her
I
have
gone away. birth. The
mother, Mrs. E. R. Reed,
guests
brought cake or
Lieut. Reed is stationed at Camp Devens.
pie and Mrs. Salisbury, who is a delight1918.
Dec. 30
and coffee to
ful hostess, served tea
week.

Sunday morning service

personal humiliation; and
second, the extraordinary competition
in
among students to secure places
the government schools.
as

a

twenty-five guests.
the fun, and he was
known
many
delight of the happy
out

“Aaron” furnished
“full of

Trees in Greenland.

Trees of the same
northern lands.
sorts as are growing today are found
where
aa fossil remains In countries
the climate Is now so harsh that
scarcely any tree will grow even a
few inches high.
Fine Chance for Axel.
Being firm friends, Marie's two lovers decided that one must end his
courtship to help the other. When
Axel suggested "head or tails” no
coin was at hand. He agreed to the
use of Sandy’s pocket knife, but was
ill prepared for his friend's words as
the knife shot upward: "If the knife
stays up you win!”

it”, acting

characters,

to

the

gathering,
Davis.

Dec. 30.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

funeral

held

was

vniuiju

nc

'-*•1

his

step-

interment in the

aiutu

Friday evening

died

of

home

at the

SHEA—At Ellsworth, Dec 25, Patrick H Shea,
aged 60 years, 7 raont hs, 22 days.
STRATTON—At Hancock, Dec 31, Mrs Margaret Stratton, aged 88 years, I mouth, 26 days.
ULMER—At Bueksport, Dec 25, Lawrence
Ulmer, aged 16 years, 9 months, 26 days.
Harold E
WITHAM —At Orland, Dec 20,
Wit ham, aged 25 years, 10 mouths.

uoi,

fifty-

of

age

years. Mrs. Foster has been ill iess
of influenza, which dethan a^ week,

Tickle

Moyle

two

and

Mrs. Bauih Braudon Shea.
Sue.>.
Arno Shea \ni> wife.
Emmons Shea.
Dec. 31, 1918.

sisters, Mrs. Herbert K. Holmes and
Thomas Genthner, a brother, Fred

Carroll

Mrs.

Mr.

altar, the people crowding forward

Miss Byrde Hatch is at home from
Brockton, Mass., where she is teaching.
Miss
Mayo, assistant at Clark high
school, spent Christmas at the home of
Harvey Leach.

ployed

in Brewer

some

time,

been
is at

em-

home

for the wiDter.
Edwin Soper and Edward Grindle, who
employed at Green Lake, spent Christmas with their parents.

are

The officers of Highland grange will be
installed Friday evening, by John Wilson.
Hill Wilson has been elected master.

Miss Cbrystal Hutchins, who has been
teaching in Dover, is spendiug the winter
Hutchins is
at home. Mrs. Chandler
with her.
There
eve.
was

was a

her

who

McFarland,

drew P.

and

half-brother,

a

An-

Ellsworth,

McFarland, all of whom have the

their

hands

and

friend?.

Mrs.

xlBDrtttsnnnus

adjourned
were

to the

dance at the hall Christmas

pleasant time is leported. Music
furnished by Atherton's orchestra of
A

Bluehill.
Mrs. Abbie Trundy expects to leave the
first of the week for Boston, to keep house

eight years, and had
and efficient
official. The funeral was held at the home

vestry, where

served.

Roy, Gardiner and Norman,
working on the railroad.

Dec. 30.

h.

8TON1NGTON.
Bertrand Sawyer and wife are spending
the holidays at their old home in Jonesport.
James Coombs of New York is spending
tew days here, visiting relatives and
friends.

Franks. Warren, wife and son Herbert
left this week for St. Petersburg, Fla., for
the winter.
Dr. B. Lake Noyes has recently installed
lighting plant in his Main street
residence.

a new

Representative-elect Alliston M. Hatch
left for Augusta to-day to assume his
duties in the Main$ legislature.
The plants of the Rodgers Granite Co.

iiev.
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
Henry W. Conley officiating. Interment
was at Woodbine cemetery.

On account of

dance at the Opera house Thursday
under the auspices of the senior
class of the high school, was well attended. Music was by Clark’s orchestra
of Tbomaston.

schools, including

All

the

high school,

home

Friday

afternoon.

The

services

charge of the Odd Fellows lodge.
a widow
and five children.
Three boys, Harold, George and Wallace
were

in

He leaves

are

in the service.

Many

of

our

young

people are spending

holidays at home, among them are
Norman Webb, Reginald Noyes, George
Noyes and Montelle Harmon of Bowdoin
college, Roy Small, Thomas Fifleld and
Eugene Merrill of the University of
Maine, Sadie Marcus of Boston university,
Mabel Harriman of Shaw business college,
Portland, Catherine Morey of Rockland
Small of the
business college, Harold
utility department, quartermasters corps,
Melvin
McMahon, George and Harold
Chalmers from Camp Devens, Mortimer
S. naval station at
Wood from the U.
New York, and Frank Scarci from Portland.
C.
Dec. 30.
the

claimed

equal.

the

public

States^Railroad Administration

W. 6. McAOOO, Director General of Railroads

Corrected to

1

as

its

victim
Harvey
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PM

AM

of his wife and I
Boston via
little daughter, his father, A. H. Gray, of | Portsmouth ar
t9 25 *4 50
this place, and sisters, Mrs. Walter Nick- Boston viafll 01
erson of this place, Mrs. Cassie Atkins of
P M [{ A M
Portland and Mrs. Allan Prentiss of OrBANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
which consists

and

brother,

Herman

Gray,

of Win-

L
Boston via
Portsmouth lv
Boston via
Dover lv|.

terport. The funeral was held at Carter
Rev.
schoolhoase Thursday morning,
Henry W. Webb of Buckeport officiating.
The bearers were Augustine, Bert and Oscar Ware, and Willie Ingalls.
B.
Dec. 30.

Iva

Curtis

came

Brewer June..

Holden.|.

McKenzie's.

home

Green Lake.
Nicolin..
Ellsworth Falls
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, £ Fy
Mt Desert Fy ar

home.

at

is

Mrs.

visiting

...

Ed.

ButJb Swett spent Christmas at home.
David Keyes
Schools
count

are

home last

came

Sullivan..
Sorrento...
Bar-Harbor

Tuesday.

until Jan 6,

closed

on

f6 04
tb 06
6 16
(6 26
6 39
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Phillips Lake..

last Mon-

Treworgy spent Christmas
Gaspar

fl2 26
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Bangor.lvi.

Marie Osgood came home Monday.
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of influenza.

f

Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
•Daily, f Daily, except Sunday.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
F ederal Manager.

Dolph Kane came home Wednesday.
Arbutus Grange has elected officers as
M L. HARRIS,
follows:
General Passeuger Agent.
Master, Howard Clark; overPortland, Maine.
Howard
steward,
seer, Harvey Treworgy;
Jellisou; chaplain, Elsie L. Jordan; secreProfessional Earn#
tory, Mildred Lord; treasurer, S. A. McFrank
assistant
Jellison;
Graw; lecturer,
L ICE
II.
SCOTT
steward, Lloyd Treworgy; gate-keeper,
8PEOI4LTY MADK or
Charles Robinson; Pomona, Helen Haynes;
TYPEWRl'l lNi*. ACi OlJ NTJNU AN1>
G EN huAL CLERICAL WORK
Ceres, Amy Jordan; Flora, Helen Crocker;
Safe Deposit A Trust Co., o» rort
AgftitUuion
E.
D.
Smith.
lady assistant steward, Mrs.
laud, for furnishing Probate aud Surety Bond

X

L.

Dec. 30.

Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Removed to 1 School St.,
Ellsworth, a.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
Miss Gabrielle Wooster was home from
Bangor over Christmas.

George Merchant
London,

on

a

few

was

home

'Soan'istuuniB

Ellsworth Steam Laundry

New

from

days’ furlough,

last

All Kinds ot Laondrj Wort.

week.
Arthur Smith and

family

were

at

C. L.

seventeen months old

Augusta.
Allison

Prospect
Thursday.
Dec. 30.

Colwell
Harbor

has taken a girl
from the home at

and

family

Tuesday,

State Street,

W.

...

EHswortb. Me

When the mail-order house finds

went to

returning

NAPHTHA CLEANING

Goods called for aud delivered
Special attention to parrel post work
li. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

Smith’s last week.
Mrs. S. H. Mitchell

World’s Languages.
It has been estimated that the one
billion people of the world speak 3,064
The number of men and
languages.
women in the world is said to be about

United

ill,

—

Swett.

funeral of Alexander Chalmers
December 25, was held at his

illness in
was no

and.Markers

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

Hancock
Franklin Road.
Wash’gt’n June
Ellsworth
another of our young people.
Ellsworth Falls
Nicolin.
Gray, who was born and brought up in Green
Lake
this place, but was living at the Falls, Phillips Lake
quite recovered from the influenza, and McKenzie’s
Holden.
drove to Bucksport, but was taken down ; Brewer June.
soon.
Bangor.a
with pneumonia and died very
Sympathy is extended to the bereaved Portland.ar

Influenza has

An interesting game of basket-ball was
played at the Opera house Tuesday night,
between a team from Sunset and Deer
Isle, and Stonington high, resulting in a
score of 42-22 in favor of the high school.
who died

as

and Marble

influenza.

day.

open

Monuments, Tablets

wife, other than was held I November 11, 1918. Central
Railroad
at Hillside cemetery, at Fast Bucksport, j
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
where she was buried Tuesday, Dec. 24. i
Much sympathy is extended the family,
Bar Harbor..lv
19*45 f4 *2^
especially the parents, Charles Murnler Sorrento
...! 4 55
and wife. Another daughter, Mrs. Lo-^
Mt Desert Fy lv
110 30 t-5 40
renzo Blaisdell, of Bucksport, is very ill of
S*
Wankeag,
to ae
Fy
5 47

to-day for the winter term.
The only reported change in the teaching
force is the election of Miss Ketchem as
assistant in the high school.

will

j

funeral for his

land,

A

much

so

Clair, there

home of Fred

Christmas concerts, followed by the
for the children, were enjoyed
at the Methodist and
Congregational
churches on Christmas eve.

night,

High Grade Granite

,

NORTH ORLAND,
All who w,re reported last week
are considered out qf danger.

and the

usual trees

Manufacturer and dealer iu

painstaking

most

a

family,

John L. Goss have finished their
stone jobs, and are closed down for the
present.

H. W. DUNN

mistress for about

exchange proved

sous.

are

The

Witham & Dunbar are getting out box
wood on the Alien lot.

Miss Sara Lowell, who has

Lofty trees once grew in Greenland
and nearly all of the Inhospitable

VV

a

who

from

has rtcovered
visitor at E. L.

Suicide* Among Japanese Students.
According to Rev. Dr. Sidney L.
Oulick. who lived long in the far East,
suicides among Japanese students are
probably more prevalent than among
world. The
any other students In the
causes he mentions are, first, the highstrung nerves and eibeptional sensitiveness to anything that may be re-

the

father, Alex. H. Rogers,
family lot.

were

shake

for

trip to
Bar Harbor last Friday and Saturday.
Mias Josie Black of Mariaville is taking
Edgar Kemick’s place as cook for Mr.
Murphy’s woodsmen.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

no

The

—

at

of their

refreshments

H. MOYLE, PASTOR

R.

oris.
H. P.

X.

was

with the family.
this forenoon

H.

All then

installing

There

J

mutual congratulations.

He received the glad hand from many,
The grange will install officers Friday !
who were pleased to see him out again.
evening. John Wood of East Bluehill
*
officer.
Stephen Murphy, a student of St.
will be

Pvt. Merritt Ober, jr., has returned to
Camp Devens, after a few days at home.

young man and had many friends both
here and at Unionville who sympathize

veloped into pneumonia, and she failed
rapidly atf the last. Her sudden death
CARD OF THANKS,
came as a great shock to her family and
desire thus publicly to express our
Foster was
the entire community. Mrs.
t I
fincere gratitude to neighbors and
W estern district
a
bome-lover, always working for the friends for their kindness and sympathy
Hymn,.\.Congregation
shown in so many ways during our re ent bewelfare of her family. She leaves, besides
Address, Rev J H Gray, district superinreavement; als-. trrthe K. C.’s for their floral
her husband, one son, David A. Foster, offering.
tendent

to

Tuesday evening.
is visiting relatives

Dec. 30.

—

one

at the

the

a

When pure blood, rebuilt
strength
and regulated bowels are essential.
In the after-effects of
influenza,
the grip and other
prostrating disHood’s
eases,
Sarsaparilla has remarkable health-helping effect.
It expels the poisons that have
weakened and depleted the blood,
causing pallor, anemia, flabby flesh
and lax muscles. It is the standard
blood remedy with a successful record of nearly fifty years.
Xlany people need a fine, gentle,
edsy cathartic ia these trying times.
We recommend Hood’s Pills, used in
the best families, and
equally effective with delicate women or robust
men.
Easy to take, easy to operate.

Singing. .Choir and congregation

HARRIS—At Castine, Dec 26, Miss Maud L
Harris, aged 28 years, 1 day.
HAYNES
At Ballardvale. Mass.,
Dec 19,
Maria Foss, widow of Warren G Haynes, of
Trenton, aged 38 years, 6 months.
LAMSON—At Middletown. Conn, Dec 24,
Charles A Lamson, formerly of Ellsworth,
aged 56 years, 5 months, 26 days.
LESLIE
At Frankfort, Dec 29, Charles H
Leslie, formerly of Ellsworth Falls, aged 40

many
inspiring. The former took sympathy
subject “The Model Church,” and Foster was deeply interested and contributed generously to church and civic Rffairs
the latter “The Delight of Life.”
After the exercises, the pastor and and her loss will be keenly felt in the
district superintendents hetd a reception place. She had served faithfully as post-

North Brooklin.

garded

NO TONIC LIKE HOOD’S

|

follows:

The body of Charles H. Leslie, who died
Frankfort Sunday, of pneumonia, was
brought here Monday night, accompanied
by his sister, Mrs. Mary Slater of Boston,
and a half-brother, Wesley H. Rogers of
Kittery. Mr. Leslie was born here, and
lived here up to eight years ago, when he
There he
went to Unionville to w’ork.
married. His wife and little girl of five
years survive him, both at present ill of
influenza. Mr. Leslie was an estimable

at

for his

Mrs. Alton Closson

aside dollars

are

supper

has been

was as

Gray

a

and

pastor, Rev. R. H. Moyle.
heavy, but be has
accomplished what at first seemed an
almost impossible task, and the church
begins the new year with a clean slate.
The program at the service last e/eniug
present

The addresses by Mr. Luce

day.
staples

sale

work, of

DoXo.ogy

shooting match
A bag of flour, tea, coffee

semi-annual

hard

Historical statement.Rev R H
Burning of the mortgage

were prizes.
Edgar Torry of this place, and Jennie
Eaton of Sedgwick were married Dec. 21.
The
They will reside at the Torry 'homestead.
The ladies aid society will hold it signs,

and other

the

wiped

been

now

to the

There was a Christmas tree in the vestry
Christmas eve under the auspices of the
Sunday school. There was a program and
then Santa Claus appeared and distributed
the presents, to the merriment of all.

Prayer.Rev R B Mathews
Anthem..Choir
I Address, Rev A E Luce, superintendent of

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Christmas

was

j
I

AMIE.

Closson held

church

I Scripture reading.Rev

Miss Florence Allen is home from the
New England conservatory of musec for
the holidays.
Earl Hanscomb of Portland is at his old
home here, for an indefinite period.
Friends of Pvt. Eugene Young, Camp
Devens, were glad to see him home for a
short furlough, Christmas week.
Metlie

the

has

largely

due

is

The burden

Mrs. Angus Milne are receiving
son,
co vfrntuUtion« on the birth of a
horn Dec. 20. (Wayne Leighton.)

of Thrift.

the debt

That

Mr. and

The

since

generally.

!

gusta where she has employment.
Hugh P ttee, Wilton Harvey and Forrest Hanna are "boarding at W. P. Good-

Dec. 30.

purchased

built, and that also is now fully paid for.
The Methodists of Ellsworth have reason

building / to rejoice, and express appreciation for
Nothing da untid, it the help given by the people of Ellsworth

debt for the

a new

Wolf Lipsky was called to Boston last
week by the death of bis sister.
NVilhe Tracy, who is at Camp Devens,
was home on a short furlough recently.
Miss Minnie Bunker has gone to Au-

Pave

longest and most strenuous drive
of ail of the many which have been conducted by the United States as a result of
its entry into the world war*, came to an
end last night at midnight, when the
great war savings campaign for 1018 officially closed. The complete returns are
not yet in, but it is hoped that Maine and
Hancock county have goue over the top.
in many ways this great campaign has
been one of the most beneficial in alt the
war activities.
America has long been

wife of Brewer
G. Flood of Bangor were here
Christmas, guests of Asa C. Flood and
and

Leon

over

and

DIED.
BONSEY
At Buck&pori,
Dec 24, Gladys
Randall, wife of Arthur W Bonsey.
BENNETT—At Bueksport. Dec 16, Lin wood
Bennett, aged 37 years,
BALLARD—At Bueksport, Dec 9, Benjamin
Ballard, aged 86 yearB, 9 months.
BENNETT—At Portland, Dec 30, Capt Guy
Bennett, of Bueksport, aged 36 years.
BUTLER—At Bueksport, Dec 28, George G
Butler, aged 34 years, 10 months, 28 days.
CLOSSON—At 8urry, Dec 80, Mrs Ellen F
Closson, aged 69 years, 10 months, 22 days.
OONARY—At Bangor, Dec 22, Mrs. Rufus B
Conary, formerly of Bayside (Trenton),
aged 55 years.
OLAIR-At Orland, Dec 22, Mrs Ialda B Clair,
aged 27 years, 1 month, 3 days.
DUFFEE-At Chelsea, Mass, Dec 29, A Hutson Duffae.of Ellsworth, aged 28 years, 10
months.
FOSTER-At Ellsworth Falls, Dec 27, Carolyn G, wife of Albert E Foster, aged 51
years, 14 days.
GRAY—At Orland, Dec 24, Harvey R Gray,
aged 80 years, 4 months, 16 days.
HINCKLEY —At Boston, Dec
29, James
Hinckley, formerly of Sargentville, aged 28
years.
HINCKLEY—At Boston. Dec 29, VI rs James
Hinckley, formerly of Sargentville, aged 25

to-day.

and

was

Hamilton of Ellsworth, who survives him,
James Scott. Fred
Havey, William
bia
together with
parents, and two Clartte, K. H. Springer and Peter Milne
brothers, Owen, who is in the service and
spent Christina* at home.
The family has
now overseas, and Boyd.
Friends of Sylvia Scott are glad to know
tbesincere sympathy of all.
t bat she is able to be out after her serious
The funeral was held at the hoiuc this
illness of influenz*.
afternoon, with full military honors.
Miss Lara Hooper of Bangor and HarRev. P. F. Flanagan officiated.
old Hoopei* who is stationed in Boston,
spent Christmas with their parents, Alvin
WXIt SAVINGS CAMPAIGN.
Hooper and wife.
of

for the winter.

visiting Mrs. Joy’s parents at Holden,
spent Sunday with relatives here. They
left Monday morning for their home at
Southwest Harbor.

was

—

Howard Fernald, who is employed at
the Kimball house at Northeast Harbor,

at

Thousands

employed

be

Rock (and as
the U. 8. 8. Nelansue.

he

EATON—TORREY—At North Sedgwick, Dec
21, by Rev R M Traffcon, Miss Jennie May
Eaton, of Brooklin, to Edgar Lewis Toney,
of Sedgwick.
PETIEE RICE— At Birch Harbor, Dec 28, by
C O Larrabee, esq, Mrs Martha E Pettee to
William Rice, both of Birch Harbor.
TATE-FOSTER
At Ellsworth, Dec 25. by
R**v R B Mathews, Miss Ruth K Tate, Of
Ellsworth, to Mer.on E Foster, of Grand
Harbor, N B.

Misses Mildred and Mary Fernald, who
have been visiting their parents, have returned to Norway.

navigation school* in New \ork; afterwards

MAKKIKD.

Adelbert Miles and wife of Belfast were
over Christmas, guests Of Leonard K.
Jordan and wife.
here

who

Harbor

William B. Joy has returned borne from
York and Portland.

visit at

day afternoon with

was

He wa«r stationed at
aevefnl other places.

Monday.
a

in Fourteen Years.

among the first to
the service of his country.

He

volunteer in

at

BRAY—At Bueksport, Dec 15, to Mr and Mrs
Walter M Bray, a son.
BAILEY—At Bueksport, Dec 24, to Mr and
Mrs Herbert W Bailey, a daughter.
OLOUGH—At Ellsworth Falls, Dec 10, to Mr
and Mrs Harvard M Clough, a son. (Harvard Eugene ]
FULLER—At Dedham, Dec 21, to Mr and Mrs
Leonard Fuller, a daughter.
LINDSAY—At Blnebill, Dec 22, to Mr and
Mrs Allan C Lindsay, a son.

Robert H. Haynes returned to Bowdoin

Edwin Unreins end Daniel Grace have!
gone to Togus for the winter.

lined to hla bouse only since the
his death.
Sunday
Ellsworth May 3,
;,lr. Shea waa born in
well.
Bbea and wife.
Isas, the »on of Michael
Shirley Higgins, of the U S. S. New
heme practically
his
been
had
This city
and Earl Higgins, who is emtrade Mexico,
the
learned
tailoring
He
life.
„ll his
and for more ployed at the Portsmouth navy yard,
Albert
Jettison,
late
the
Willi
spent UbristroaB with their
parents,
tnlrty years had been tn business for Clarence
Higgius and wife.
was a good oittaen, and will
He
hiurelfIt was with regret that
the many
in the community.
he missed
friends of Alvin A. Hanna, jr., learned of I
He leaves a widow, three sons, Carroll
and Eminent, the latter being now his death Dec. 13 of pneumonia at he ]
been

tlORK.

ELLSWQJtTH FALLS-

MORTGAGE BURNED.

Miss Vivenne Havay has returned from
visit to Ml. insert Perry.

I

|

a

town whose local merchants do not advertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing
hst.

NEWS

COUNTY

ORLANP.
Miss Carfre M. Buck is at home, after
with her sister at

several weeks

spending
Portland.

L. Eldridge of Readfleld was a reand
guest of A. K. Soper and wife,
other relatives here and at Bucksport.
Irvin

cent

The members of Riverside chapter, O. E.
are urgently requested to be present at

8.,

regular session January 9.

the next

Richard Bowden, just discharged from
service, has moved, with bis wife and
infant daughter, to their former uome at
the

the Falls.

The school on the hill has been closed
few days earlier than
until Dec. 30, a
planned, because of influenza.
renewal of influenza in this region during the past twro
weeks, extending to the Falls, North,
and Leach’s
and South Orland,
East
There has been

serious

a

Point.

Lieut. Thomas Mason Buck, who has
recently received his discharge from the
ordnance department of the U. 8. service
Washington, D. C., after a short visit at
the home of A. R. Buck, left Saturday for
California, to resume his former position
at Berkeley university as instructor in
at

mathematics. His cousin, Miss Abbie M.
Buck, accompanied him as far as Boston,
to spend Christmas week with her sister,
Mrs. Warren Kennedy.
x*
Pec. 23.
DEER ISLE.
John March is spending

week with

a

in Ellsworth.

grandparents

his

arrived Saturday to
holidays with his parents,
Benjamin C. Smith and wife.
basket-ball game at Stonington
The
Thursday night between Deer Isle and
Stonington high school teams resulted in
a score of 13 to 9 in favor of Deer Isle.
Smith

B. Clyde
spend the

Norman Pressey, who is attending navigation school at Rockland, came home
Saturday to care for his wife who is ill of
influenza.

Mrs, Harris W. Haskell left Saturday to

join

husband,

her

arrived

just

who has

trip to Para, Brazil.
Mrs. Haskell will accompany her husband
Baltimore from

at

his

on

next

a

voyage.

Harry Titeomb, principal of the high
school, has gone to his home in South
Paris

for

Christmas

the

Miss

recess.

Wentworth, the assistant, will spend her
vacation at her home in Red Beach.

Dec. 23.

S.

NORTH BLUEfilLL.
Soper sympathize
Lowell,

Friends of Mrs. A. P.

with ber in the loss oi her sister in

Wescott,

Horace
of

Bangor

wife and two children

spending the winter with

are

M. O. Palmer and wile.

JUgai a\uUu:&.

itiMi ;:oiicn.

itgal Xotirw.

ABtierttetmanrt.

To all ppnioni intprated in either of the *.
STATE OF MAINE.
tates hereinafter named.
STATE OF MAINE.
Sale of Lands of
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, U
Collector’! Advertisement of
atll.
Collector'* Notice of Sale
Orcnen
for
the county of Hancock, on the third
S'on-Rssident
the town of
Unpaid taxes ou land situated inHancock,
of December in tbe year of o«r
day
on l»nd» alMMod.In thf town
for
of
the
in
nnp»idt»xe«
county
BrooksriMe,
one thousand nine hundred and
of Hancock, for
eighteen
ofOrUml. In the county
the year 1918
real estate
following matters basing been t>r«*.
the year ltd*.
rpHK following liet of taxes on
1 of
tow
of
tented for the action thereupon
the
real
relate
in
on
owners
taiea
of
Hat
I of non-resident
following
rfiHK
to
afler indicated, it ta hereby ordered: That
owueri In the town of OrBrook«vi)le lor the year 1918. committed
to all
mefor coliectiou for said town, on the 25th liid atoreeatd, for the year l»t». wmm.tted to notice thereof he given
person* interfor «atd town on the 11th ested. by causing a copy of this order to be
dav of April. 1918, remain* nupaid; and notice
me for collection
for
headache.
safe and reliable
published three weeks successively in the
Here is an
is hereby given that if said taxes, interest 1 day ol May. I»1S. remains unpaid; and not'ci
that If «id icir. with Inter- , Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
and charges are not previously paid, so much I la he-eby
liver
relieving the
It acts in the BIGHT WAT
of the rej.1 estate taxed a* is sufficient to pay est and cB.rg « are not iireytoualy raid,'O at Fllsworth. in said county, that they may
interest
the
of
including
out
due
be
therefor,
taxed as is enfflcient appear at a probate court to be held at Ell*,
amount
slat
that
must
the
real
matter
the
of
gotten
of
and bowels
ranch
and charges, will be soid at public auction at to pay th«s amount due therefor, including worth on the seventh day of January, a. 4
This
can be assured.
1P1M. at ten of the clock in the forenoon!
town house in 8i.id town, (the same being the
and chhrges. will be ao’d without
system before
Interest
where the last preceding annual town further notice at public auction at iMlown and be beard thereon if they see cause
as diaud
is
meeting of said town was held) on the first hall in said town, on the first Monday in |
lot tie L. Parker, late of Castine, in said
a
m.
“L.F.” Atwood Medof the
Monday Of February, 1919. at 9 o'clock
A certain Instrument
rected a
county, deceased.
February. 1819, at nine o’clock a. m.
purAm| of
Taxon
Name of owner, descrip- No. of
porting to he tbe last will and test-imem of
homes. Follow inNew
in
in
use
so
tax
due
acres Value real e;t
j said deceased, together with petition for proicine,
tion of real estate.
ioeld int bate 1 hereof and to» the
of
to
into
condition
of
owner,
description
Name
and
enjoy your
appointment of the
structions on the bottle
get
Mrs N H Bragg, cottage
and cog* executor without giving bond,
property.
presentfd p.
and lot at Harborside,
for it will cost you
work. This is a money saving
Bert P Paiker, tbe executor therein named.
hounded on north by
Abbott. Decatur, one aero •( land of
to get well and
Penobscot Bay tide50 cents for 60
the George E. Harper homestead.
Murray A. Bates, late of Swan's Island, in
one cent a
said county, deceased.
waters. south, A. Gray;
Petition that Alvie
Arey, I-rank, former homestead of
the
west, Alvarado Gray,
Marie Bates or some other Mutable person be
stay well. Ask your dealer for “L.
George A Dotr,
R. southern haif of
administrator cf *he estate of **{£
Carlisle,
Myron
appointed
Me.
cotFessenden,
Thos
I* F. Medicine
lot No. 117, according to the plan of
deceased, without giving bo ml,
tage and lot at Harbor12 78 Alvie Marie Bates, widow of said presented by
Orland.
deceased
side, bounded on the
3 16 |
of lot No 110,
Carter.
John,
part
Penobscot
north
Samuel K. Whiting, late of Ellsworth. iD
by
jv oilers.
Crie, H D, part of the James Bowden
saiu count) deceased.
bay.east, Hilda Smith;
Petition that Parnells
Coriona are spending the holidays at Cenhomestead.
sooth
W. Bowen or some other suitable perron be
by Alvarado
k L.
Farr. Albert L, bora*s?e‘d bound d
STATF or watnf.
ter, with Dr. Hodgdon’s parents, Fran
Grav; west, Mrs N H
appointed administrator dr bonis non with
$17 00
$500
by town line on the north. westerly
of Sale of Land* of
tbe will annexed of tbe estate of said
Bragg,
Advertisement
Hodgdon and wile.
Collector’*
j
by land of B 8 Johnson, auauher.y
ceased, without giving bond, presented by
Mrs Geo T Knight, heirs
Non-resident Owners.
by land of Mark Ginn, northeast*
Miss Lucy Reed, Center, represented
Pamelta W. Bowto, sole next of kin qt said
or unknown, cottage
land of the heirs of W J
I Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town
by
arty
convenState
deceased.
at
the
bounded
on
and
lot,
Ocean View grange
of Trenton, in the county of Hancock, for
Dodge,
north
by
highway:
Herbert L AbboM, late of Bucksport. u
No.
Reed
remained
lot
val
*2V
A
20,
Miss
tion in Portland.
the year 191*.
Hagenby. C. >4
Maine Coast
east by
said county, deceased. First account of Met.
Vlot fco. 25, sal $7.1; Gore iot
Granite Co; south by
aunt, Mrs.
following list of taxes on real estate of
over the holidays with her
rill
Trust Company of Bangor, executor, theft
lot No. 2ft,
bounded
northerly
by
town
of
non-resident owners in the
tidewaters; west, land
for settlement.
val 140: easterly part of lot No. 43,
Nason, woo resides in Portland winters.
I Trenton aforesaid, for the year 1918, commi
39%
of Lettie Gray,
1
lot No. 28 val. 876,
sal.
#75:
Robinson,
late of Bucksport, in
said
town
on
collection
for
to
me
for
George
mitted
Mrs. DedaUrsy and Mrs. Addie Farrell, the
deceased
0an»on, Winifred, belts of, former
said
Pirst and final ac16th day of April, 1918, remains unpaid; i F K Perkins, boase and
i
90 44 Couuicounty,
bounded on the
homftaieftd.
of Charles W. Gould, administrator,
Center, are conducting the Red Cross and notice is hereby given that if said taxes ! lot,
9 IV
north. Curtis Durgain
filed for settlement.
Rtii*ck. Slri Ftauk L, lot No ii8,
with interest and charges sre not previously »
drive at Center and Seal Cove.
A
A
east
and
Goodali;
Harriman, F H. the Rafnel place,
paid, so much of the real estate taxed Mis
Albert W. Gilley, late of lslesford. Cranby highway; s -.»uth,
bounded northerly by the land of
Mrs. Isabelle Hodgdon, Center, is criti- sufficient to pay the amount doe therefoi. inberry Isles, in said county, deceased. First
Eugene Snow; west.
theihelrs of J N Harriman. easterly
interest and charges, will ne sold
cluding
and
final account of Vtrner A. Gilley, execuR.
Mrs.
her
niece,
Eugene Snow,
cally ill at the home ol
without further notice at public auction at
by highway, southerly by cemetery
tor. filed for settlement.
f Gross. w**»erly by
D 8
andI land of U
town bouse in said town, on the first Monday Ably P
Snow, house
B. Higgins.
230
Edith
H. Pray, late of Bar Harbor, in said
land of U 8 Gross.
in February, 191®, at 9 o'clock a. m.
ard lot. bounded on
S,
Dec. 28.
county, deceased. Second and fina' account
Morang. C L. lot No 109, val $76; part
north by Sam Jones
c«
Charles
H. Wood, executor, filed for settlelot
No.
111.
No
110.
val
$M;
of
lot
heirs; east and sou h,
ment.
val $100; part of lot No. Ilk, val $96;
EE Cummings; west
incld int
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Name of owner, description of
of
val
No.
of
lot
$2»;
114,
part
Van Neet, late of Tnxedo.
part
Willett
George
by highway,
and chgs
property.
lot No. lift, val $50; lot No 80. val
Orange county. New York, deceased First
Virgil M. Tapley had his hand badly Hervey Romer. house and stable and
8tevena. wood
17:
Henry
land of Klmira Hooper, val 8S6.
$100;
of
V. N. Bali.win, jr
account
and
George
as
owned
lot formerly
by
forty-two acres of land bounded
injured while playing with a cider press.
Swacey. Thomas, laud of former
Richard V. N. Gambrill, executors, filed for
North by land of Geo
Isaiah Jones,
follows:
homestead of D Swaxev. boarded
settlement.
received
has
aonth
river,
east
Jordan
T.
oy
Moore,
Babbidge
Pvt. James
by
Louisa Smith heirs, two
northerly and easterly oy Hothoie
land of Geo Homer, west by land of
Roy E. Smith, late of Buckeport. In said
lota of
land, shore
brook, so-called, southerly by lot
his discharge at Camp Devens and is
8® 0°
Nathan Ash,
First and final account of
count). d< ceased
northeast,
No. 65. westerly by range line and
property,
home.
on
William U. Smith, administrator, filed for
H
Norris,
Alley’s
C
bungalow
LG Farr.ham; south•
Dead
river,
2 "5
settlement.
island,
The many friends ol Mies Lucy Hale
William
east
E’ectric
electric
by
Penobscot
Co,
Bay
M C Morrison, bouse and stable and
she
Smith; southwest by
Mary E. Saunders, late of Bucksport, in said
Tapley wilfbe pleased to know that
plant at East Orland. ral $13,900;
sixty acres of land bounded as folGrace Lord; northformer homestead of 8 P Mason,
is recovering from an illness of several
county, dr-ceeaaed. First account of Hattie A
lows: North by land of A B Smith,
Lot
No.
west
river.
Dorr and Eliza N. Pickering, administrators,
town
of Or*
val $500. Pole line In
weeks st her home in Atlanta, Ga.
by
east by land of Whitcomb. Haynes &
2. northeast by highfiled tor settlement.
land, 91? miles, $500 per mile, $4,750, 1.378 I
TomsoN.
Whitney, south by land of Mrs H A
Dec. 23.
southeast
way;
by
Mari* v\
31 80
C. R. RtPiv«Y. Collector of taxes
Lowell, late of Bat ksport, in said
Trim, west by Union river,
southwest,
highway:
deceit M-d
FI ret account of Mi y A
of (he town of Orland.
Dec.
13r2918.
county,
Ge<» M Smith, house and *2 acre of land
Sewell Tapley; norttaPatch, executrix, filed for settlement
bounded ms follows: North by town
JVC turn.
6 80
m
Mrs Paul Tapley.
west,
6 60
»rA 4 t. OK MAINt.
road, east by laud of A H Grindle,
B. Hooper, late of Brooklio. <n aaid
H*nry
Maine Coast Granite
Arthur Jones, north by land of Jones
npald Uu on lands situated in the town county, deceased. Final account of fteua <u A
STATE OF MAINE.
Co, stone and lot
Brothers, esst by land of G C Fullerol Sorrento, in the
county of Hancock, (or Fiye. administrator, filed for settlement.
bounced on north by
Collector's Notice of Sale.
ton, south by laud of Delia Clough,
lUbe year HHH.
Harriet K
Harrimsn. late of Boeksport.
east
land
highway,
of
Wakefield.
3
52
by
land
of
G'lman
the
t
w-n
west
by
not of t ***** on real estate of
Unpaid taxes on land situated in
following
in aaid county, deceased
First account of
ol
Etta
tide'ph<
Gray,
and
Mrs Winnie Hopkins, bouse
Penonscot. in the county of Hancock, for
no-.-residin' own- r* in the 'own of
1
Hiram J. Harrimao, executor, fileo lor aettlewaters. Lettie Gray
stable and two ami om-half acres of
the vear 1918
Sorrento, for the year l»U*. committed to roe ou nt.
Mrs
2600
88
40
and
Knights,
of
north
no
as
follows:
estat*
la
bounded
by
lor collection to* said town on* the sixth day
rphefoliowing list of taxes on real
land of A P McFarland, east by laud
H C Perkins & Son,
George K. Pifield, late of Ellsworth, in said
1. nou-resident owners in the towu of
of April remainuj aid; and notice is hereby
of Harold
wood lot, houuoed ou
coun.y, decease!. First and final account of
Higgins, south by town
Penobscot, for he year, 1918, committed t«» me
given that If *-»»d taxe*. imeres .uid charges Bara F. Grows,
P.
McFarroad, west by land of A.
executrix, filed for ttlemcnt.
north, C J
Young;
lor collection, for said town, on the 1st da> of
tre uoi previously paiJ, so much of
the real
9 20
land.
east, John
Howard;
Fred B. Aiken, late of Ellsworth, in said
May, 1918. remains unpaid; and notice is
to
*• sufficient
estate tmd
pay the:
south
land
of
oy
Second account of T. F.
hereby given that if said taxes, interest and Mrs Winnie Hopkins, wood lot condeceased.
amount dvie th»-e*or. including interest and
county,
James Green; west by
bounded as
charges are not previously paid, so much of
t; inlUK ten acres md
charges, will be *old without fur bet notice Maouiiey. adtnims. r*tor with the will uuWilson and Mark Varthe real .state taxed as is sufficient to pay
follows: north by land of Whitcomb,
nexed. filed lor settlement.
at public auctio.
the Town hall, in sa.d
interest
100
840 town, on ‘he flr«’
the amount due the ef r. including
num,
Haynes A Whitney, edit by land of
Mouday in February, *919, i
Kvelyn Kent Bullard, late of Eliawortb, in
and charges, will be sold at public auction at
Richard McFarland, south by laud of
L. F. Hsaaicx, Collector of taxes
at nine o‘c*oc*
ui.
aaid tmati, deceased.
Pint MOOMt of
the town ball ii; said town, (the same being
Melvin Rioaldo, w. st by laud of A P
for the town of Brooksville (or the year 1918. Name of owuec,
K. Uoociai administrator de
George
of
Amt
of
annual
w«uv.ip».ou
the place where the last preceding
2 75.
McFarlaud.
Dec. 19, 1918.
t.xdue »<»» filed for aetTlemcnt.
poperty
town meeting of said town was h Id) on the
Estate O' Russell Hopkins, bouse and
E K floplin*. 1 10 cf land bounded on
ira J. Bishop. iai* of
fir*t Monday of February, 1919, at 9 o’clock
Elis worth so said
stable an forty three acres of land
north ny lauu of (ireeley and lluuicounty, deceased. oecond aud final mcoum
bounded as follows: North by land of
STATE OF MAINE.
Hn, W ^ J* *>-u, J U Meyne 1. and
oi Edmond J. Walsh, administrator. filed for
Name of owners, descrip- No of I
D Bodice A Son, west by land of
heirs o» ( H s <1
D Emery and T H
acres Value real est
lion of real estate.
settlement.
Collector’s Advertisement of Sale of Lands
BtepLen Young, south by hind of
and beiraoft*
Mitcneli and U W
of Non-resident Owners.
24 16
T J Hopkins, east by State road.
Union Trust Oo.. Geo WarMonteile W. Abbott, late of Bucksport, in
Dunbar, e-s L;. '.«ud o( C b liili,
!
w
B
Rimi
o«l
lot
68
9150
E
95.00
«
k,
containing fifty
id county, deceased. F; rs* account of MerUnpaid taxes on lands situated in Lhe town
south by 'an* of L>dia Littlefield,
acres, hounded :>s follows: north by
Warren P Hooper, Geo
of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, lor
r>n
Trust Company of Hangor. Maine, execuheirs
»i»d
Z
of
-hatee, weat by waters
land of Nathan A«b. e.i*t by and of
Veazie
farm,
Cyrus
the year 1918.
tor, filed for settlement.
of Frenobui...11
l>»y,
contaiutug
Mrs
P
Nathan Ash. south by land of
Leach and George
taxes on real estate
Willett Van Neat, late of Tuxedo,
list
of
acres, more o- !«••*
QtAite
200
♦
following
48 00
Frank Dunbar, west by iand or L b
1200
Connor lot.
Petition
filld
New York, deceased.
of uon-resident owners in the town of Althrose Kice. srm half lot No 9, aec W,
oy
1 00 I
12 00
300
Alonzo Bisset. homestead.
Googina.
V N. Baldwin. Jr., aud Ki harrt V. N.
for
com*
div
1
s.’oresaid,
the
1918,
1
26
George
Sucksport
year
T. J. HOPS!**. Collector of tuxes
Jerom Sellers est, borneLot No 11, tfc
pitted to me for collection for said town or:
dfv \
2 V (jambrill. executors of the last wsii and tea14 00
aw
lor lb town of Trento...
ol a. id decca- d 'bat tbs wtn >uo‘ of
;au
he Mkb day of December, 1918. remains tin1 K8
Henry F? Proctor, lot No 1, aec U. div 1
D c. 16, 1818.
J w estley
Griudle est.
inheritance tax on said estate be determined
1 87
Lot No 2, see U div 1
;>,id; ai.d notice ie hereby given that 1! said
00
1200
Noah Norton farm.
70
raxes with interest and charges are not prelot No. ft, re
div 1
by the Judge of probate.
H D Crie. Hiram Leach
STATE OF MAINS..
lot No. 5, sec T. div
rtously paid, so much of the real estate taxed
24 00 Collector's Adveriiseweot of Sa’e of Lands
llenry B. Hooper, late of Broekiin, in said
600
160
farm, saw mill,
>» is sum.-ient t<* pay the amount due there*
lot No. 7, aec L.aivl
Petition filed hv Roland
county, deceased.
J A Saunders. Turtle Pond
for including interest and charges, will be
lot No. 12, soc T.T. div
of Non resident Owners.
A. Flye, administrator of the estate of said
1 20
lot, A E Irish lot.
sold without further notice «t puolic ..ucuon
lot No. 14, sec V div 1
deceased, that the amount of inheritance tax
50
200 Unpaid taxes on lands situate * in the *<»trn of
Albea Hutchins, wood lot,
lu
lit
Theater
tow,.,
Alamo
saiu
on
the
hist
No.
lot
19, sec c.uiv 1
on
id tstate be determined by the judge of
16
26
1 uu i
Abbie Hutchins, real est,
Sullivan, in the county of ia- cock, for the
lot No. 2: sec U.dlvl
Monday in February, 1919, at 9 o'clock a. m.
Charles Dahl quest, P, kyear l«18
probate.
lot No. 23. sec V, div 1
ins estate.
150
00 ^l^HE
L. Abbott, late of Buckxport, tu
Herbert
list of taxes on real estate
following
lot No. 7. sec A. oiv 1
Penobscot B .v Light &.
said county, deceased. Pcitiiou filed by the
of non-res dent owueis in the town of
lot No. 10, sec A, div 1
IncM int
Power Co, 4**3 miles of
Name of owner, description of
Merrill Trust Co., o! Bangor, executor of the
Sullivan
fore.-aid. for the yr-or
com
ec
div
let
No.
7.
B
1
9v 00
2250
and cbge
electric liue,
property.
a..tieu -o me fur collection lor raid i'wr. on
last will and testament ot said deceased. that
Heirs of EH Preble, land bounded on
B. L. Waedwbll Collector of taxes
the first day of Miy, 1918. r* m iuy unpiid;
the amount of inheritance tax on said estateBowden. Albion, heirs, lot of land
north by Towu rosd, east by section
for the town of Penobscot for the year 1918
and notice Is hereby given tha. it said tan s
be determined by the judge of probate.
formerly Albion Bowden lot 166, 10
A B ( anti D in division thiee, south
Dec. )«. 1918.
w>ib interest and ct>a.gea t.re not previous!)
t 1 SO
acres,
Monteile W. Abbott, late of Huckapurt, ilk*
by waters of Frenchman's Bay, west
paid, o much of the- real e-iate taxed n> .s Collins. William W. homestead lot
sai-i
5.
town
county, deceased. Petition filed by *he
section
division
road,
1.
by
rulficltnt to pay the amount due therefor, in
ST AT*. OK MAINK.
of K W Cc Uins est, lot 4, range I,
Merrill Trust Co., of Bangor, executor ol ite
and land of F P Noyes containing 18
interest
hiuI
be
sold
eluding
charges, will
SO acres,
7 52
will and testament of **:• deceased,
last
00
acres
more
or
26
lessCollector’s Advertisement of Sale of Land* without further notice at public auitir u at
that the amount of inheritance tax on said
Also, land bounded on north by land
Ducott, Frank A. house, stable and
Grange ball, in s..id town, on the first Monof Non-resident Owners.
estate be determined by the judge of probate.
cf Flanders Bay Land Co., east by
W
School
K
lot,
street,
formerly
in
Feb Uu>y, i9lv, at 9 o’clock a. in.
day
land of M T Ober. south by town
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town
EaraJ. Bishop, late of Bllsworth, in sakf
7 52
Brown.
of Dedham, in the county of Hancock, :•
road, wrest by laud of M T Ober, concounty, deceased. Petition fl ed by Hdmorwfl
Hass Warren C, Louie, stable and lot.
ihe year 1918.
26 00 J. Walsh, administrator, that an order he
23
acres more or <e«a.
taining
Name of owner, description of
cor Pond and Hincks streets.
inclc int
15 04
C. H. Wosksas, Collector of taxes
issued to distribute among the heir* of said
'THE folio wine ;tstof rases on real erta»e
:iad ch|rs '.lewey, Thou.as G, heirs, homestead
property
for the town of Sorrento. Maine. deceased the amount remaining in the hands
ot non resident owners iu the town oi
i
land, lot 186. range 8. 3j acre*; lot of
December 18,1818Dedham aforesaid, for the >ear 1918, comof aaio administrator, ou tne setlkment of
bv ia. <i of J Tripp, east by land of
laud 138, 137, range5, 135 acres; land
mitted tome for coll'Ction for said town on
bis second and final account.
MBftirtpnut «t. toath by iri» Rob
ol J L Liule, formerly AquliJa AtSTATIC or MAIN K.
the tenth day of May, I9i», remains unpaid;
Evelyn Kent Bullard, late of Ellsworth, in
«ti»uu tst, weoi by land ot J i.Huipwood lot 186, short range. 8 acres,
26 32
and notice is hereby giv* n that if said taxes
Collector's Notice of Sale.
Petition Sled by Ueo.
said county, deceased.
bell,
oouw
«,a
containing
*4
Acre,
w th interest and charges are n< t previously
Jones. Wimhrop B, north tenement
of
in
the
town
taxes
on
land
situated
E.
Go gins, administrator tie 6oni» non that
above
Unpaid
lot,
♦ ’2 rS
Cb<ise block, cor School aud Buck
paid, so much of the te-l estate taxed as is A
in the county of Hancock, for
an order be issued to distribute among the
Sedgwick,
boon, C H, land at Nort. 8ul>i\ao.
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, in80(18
j streets,
heirs of said deceased the amount remaining
the yea* 181*.
Vounderi north by and of A K Hooper
cluding interesi and charges, will be sold
The Maine Fur Co, lot of land of
in the hands of said administrator de brmi*
ana school lot, «ast bv laud of h F
following list of taxes on real estate
withou further notice at public auction at
Pr*uk H A«ey, Hancock Co reg.
Haskell, south by .a: dot M K Hide
of non*resident owners in the town of non, on the settlement of hi* first account.
towu hall iu s<*id towu, on the first Monday
▼ol 5(8, p-tge 168, 4 acres,
3 76
out etu, we 1 by coujij road. co. t..m
Sedgwick, for the year 1918, committed to me
Mary E Saunders, late of Bnckxport, lu
in February, 1919, a, 9 o'clock a. m.
j lug 1 acre; house and shop on above
Petition filed
Heirs of Bimoo EGHtnan. house, barn
said county, deceased.
for collection for s*id town, on the 17th day
by
Name of owner, descrip
Amt of Int&
and laud of A C Tuttle homestead,
and
notice
is
A Dorr and K1 xa N Pickering, adminremains
Hattie
3510
of
unpaid;
April. 1918,
tion of property.
Value tax due chgs j
No. 2, land bout d. d north by Q
lot 41. range 1, 15 acres,
15 04 hereby given that u said taxes, interest and istrators of the eoiaie ot said deceased, that
jarry
1
Drink water. Clara E. cotroad, cast oy oouuij roid.a^tttn and
charges arc not previously paid, eo much of an order be issued to distribute among the
C. M. Wilson, Collector of taxes
went by laud of Arthur -Niiviuau.coL
tage aud lot at Phillips
(be real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the heirs oi said deceased the amount remaining
Dec. 21.1st*.
of the town of Bucksport.
Lake,
♦ 160
taming >4 acre, store *nd stable oa
♦ 1 06
$4 56
in the hands of said administratorson the
aniouui due therefor, including interest and
above lot,
Doyle, Irving, cottage on
19 17
will be sold at public auction at settlement of their first aocount.
chargee,
shore of Phillips lake,
125
Bragoon, Therefore, land bounded
8 56
1 05
town house in said town, (the same being the
Haael U Saunders, a minor of Buckaport, in
UK
STATIC
MAINK.
north
land
of
Crab' ree a iiuvey,
by
Hagertbv, Q R, 62h acres,
place wber*- the las* preceding annual town said county. Petition filed by Elate M <’usheast and south by laud
undivided one half of
of.VV B dials
Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Land* of meeting of said Town was held) on the first ing, guardian,
for li.-ease to sell certain real
dell, w s( by tidewaters, con aiding
Kendall’s lota No. 1 and
Monda> of February, 1919, at 9 o'clock a. m.
situated In aaid Buckaestate of said minor
Non-resident Owners.
2 acres: wharf ou above lot,
2no>th of Cow.ng for24 90
o'
on
owners,
of
Tax
and
more
description
port.
fully desciibed in sai 1 peti250
7 13
1 11 1 Ciimuiin. George* la* d bounded north
merly F G Arey,
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town
real estate.
est tion.
71 acres Crosby lot. forof Winter Harbor, in the oounty of Han'*> laud ot fct h b satan. ast and
Mrs. Gertrude
Field, land, building,
south ny laud of E P
John T. R. Freeman, late of Southwest Harcock, for the year 1918.
merly A 8 Peakes, later
Pimpson, west
stable and hennery; bounded on the
H P Burrill,
2.3
by bounty iua
bor. in mid county. deceased- First account
607
1 09
containing h» acre,
list of taxes on real estate of
following
nor .b by land of Raymond C Grant,
house
on above lot.
Howard, liauie. H4 acres
of
Katbie B. Walls, executrix, filed for settie10 13
I
non-resMent owners
in th^
own of
south by
eas' by Benjamin river,
between Gan* uad. soRobert.
Hicamin,
Ian.
boanded
Winter Harbor aforesaid, for the year 1918,
land of John P < arter heirs of. west
nonh, east »ud south uy laud if j W
called, and laud of J H
committed to me for collection for said tow a
John T. R. Freeman, late of Southwest HarWf l>#ter. east of Bucks
Kobertsnn. west oy town road: conby land of Abram B Carter, b* frs of.
on me 2ist day of December, 1918, remains
bor, in said countv. deceased- Petition bled
and road from Stanley’s corner to
15
port toad,
13
taining ty acre,
1 #5
will
and notice is hereby given that if
unpaid;
19.T8 by Katbie B. Walla, executrix of the lent
Steamboat wharf 4H»
one oniiding on above
1 02 1 Johnson, hauford, land boanded north,
said taxes with interest and charges are not William
and testament of said deceased, that the
east and s >uth by laud of W ti BlaisEmerson, 76 acres, house,
described laud,
10
29 )
amount of inheritance tax on said -ratate be
so
paid,
much
previously
of
the
real
estate
land
on
bounded
bar-» and henhouse,
cell. w* si by Porcupine road, c uLee, Mrs bomas. cottage
taxed as is sufficient to
determined by the judge of probate.
pay the amount due
the north by land of William J Willot ou southwest snore
tainicg w, sere; boose and abed on
therefor, including interest and charges, will
ling and B uehill town line, east by
or Green lake.
aDove rot,
35
1 00
Nancy J. Robinson, late of Bucksport, in
1 02
4 73
be sold
without
further
notice
at
land of Wm Emerson, south by lsnd
said county, deceased. First and final acpublic
Phillips, Hoses B, 15 acres,
Dyer, Dana, bouse on land of Eva
auction at town office in said town, ©u the
of Thomas Astbury. west by land
count of Charles W. tiould, administrator,
of
Graves
burke,
lot,
4
05
part
first Monday in
Feoruary, 1919, at 9 o'clock
bled for settlement.
of Wm J Willln*. 80 acres of land
bounded on north by
E. F. CtiPHtM, Collector of taxes
a. m.
Webster’s land, east and
bounded on the north by Blnehill
Dec. 18, 1918.
Witness, BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judge of
of the town of Snllivan.
Und of Vrloa
south by land formerly
town line, east by
Amt of
this
third
said Conn,
at
Ellsworth,
Chas A Thompson and
Trust Co. and Moses B Carter, sooth
<Jkl due
day of December in the year of our Lord one
Name of owner, description of
Wm Reed,
45
1 281
iac.d int
Ridge rosd. west by land of
by
tbouaand
nine
hundred
and
eighteen
KTATK OF MAINE.
1 acre situated on shore
Thomas Astbury. snd Emerson
$28.87
property.
and cbgs
Rot C. Hamas, Register.
I 1 03 Unpaid Uses on land in the Plantation
of Phillips
Donald Parson, 9 18 acre land aud
lake
be
of Connors, John,
A true copy.
est, lot of laud
tween M C R R and lake,
cottage, land bounded ou the north
Long Island, in the county of Hancock, for
bounded on north and east by land
Attest:—Ror
C.
Hainbs.
Register.
I
the year I9t8.
being part of his former
of Jennie Tracy est and Grindstone
by land of Wilbur Smith, east by
land of Eben A Hinckley, heirs of,
homestead,
25
ave, on south by right of way, on
T1J
following list of taxes on real estate
Rosen,
south by land of D A Lindsley. west
Nelson, cottage
STATIC OF MAINS.
west by land of Deasy and Peters;
of non resident owners iD the Plantation
and lot on west shore of
$17.44
by Walker pond
of Long Island aforesaid, for the
buildings located on same, tax
*21 84
Hancock as.—At a probate court held at
year 1917 to
Green lake.
180
Angie Cloason, 6 acres of land and
5 14
1 08
1918. committed to me for collection for said Joy, Pteston H. lot of land bounded
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
land bounded on the north by
house,
E. W. BubbiCL, Collector of taxes
on
the 31st day of May, 1918, reon north by land of Geo W Pendleplantation
on the third day of December, in the year of
east
land
of
Cnnis
road,
Ridge
by
Dec. 16,1918.
of the town of Dedham.
mains unpaid; and notice is hereby given
ton, est, on east by land of said
our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Durgain, sooth by lard of Charles
that if said taxes are not previously
Pendleton, south by land of k C
paid so
eighteen.
H Page, west by land of Charles H
much of the real estate taxed at is sufficient
STATE Or MAINE.
est and Abbie Gurrish, on
Torrey
road
96
$
being
private
CERTAIN
Page,
instrument purporting to be
to pay the amount due therefor,
west by Main street; lot of land
including
Collector’s Advertisement of Sale of Lands of charges, will be sold without
a copy of the last will and testament and
Ecobrk L. Pnmopsov, Collector of taxes
bounded on north by laud of John
further notice
Non resident Owners.
codicil of
at public sue ion at the school bouse in said
Connors est. on east by Grindstone
for the town of Sedgwick, for the year 1918.
taxes
on
lands
situated in the town of Plan, on the first
Unpaid
ave. on snath by
in February, 1919,
FREDERICK AYER, late of BEVERLY, in
land of Faith
VeroDa. in the county of Hancock, for the at 9 o'clock a. in. Monday
Dec. 18, 1918.
Described as follows:
Moore, on west by land of Deasy’
the county of ESSEX, and conunouweMth
year 1918.
A lot or
and Peters, tax
of land situated ou
9 34
parcel
STATE
Or
MR.
MAI
of MASSACHUSETTS,
Black Island in said Long Island
following li«t of taxes on real estate
H. E. Jot, Collector of taxes
taxes on real estate in the town of deceased, and of the
Plan.
X of non-resident owners iu the town of
Me., beginning
at Quarry
Unpaid
of the town of Winter H&rbor.
probate thereof in said?
Verona aforesaid, for the year 1918, committed
wharf on the northeast side of said
Castine. county of Hancock.
commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly auDec. 21, 1918.
to me for collection for said town on the 20th
island running south 80 rods to back
following list of taxes on real estate of thenticated, having been
presented to the
of company’s barn, thence west ISO
dav of July, 1918, remains unpaid; aud notice
noo-resident owners in (he town of llss- judge of probate
for our said county of Ban
is hereby given that if said taxes with interrods to a stake, thence southeast 100
tine, committed to me for collectiou for said cock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed
NOTICK OF FORKCLOSUKIC.
est and charges are not previously paid, so
town on the 18th any of May 1918, remains un
rods, thence south 240 rods to a large
and recorded in the probate court of our said
much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient
rock in Fisherman cove, containing
paid and notice is hereby given that if .said county of Hancock, and
letters testamentary
Richmond
I.
Moore
of
Ellsand
180 acres, more or less.
to pay the amount due therefor,
taxes, interest
charges are not previously to be issued to James C. Ayer, Charles F
including
worth. Hancock county, Maine, by
interest aud charges, will be sold without
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is Ayer and Frederics
Amt tax
his mortgage deed, dated
August 21, A. D. necessary to pay the amount dne,
Ayer, Jr., without giving
further notice at public auction at the schoolName of owner.
and chgs 1892 and recorded in Hancock
including sureties on their bonds.
county
regishouse in district No. 1, in said town, on the Littlefield estate,
interest and chargee will be sold at public
9262 50 ; try of deeos in book 281.
page 509. conveyed auction at Emerson hall, in said town, on
Ordered, That notice thereof be given tc all
first Monday in February, 1919, at 9 o’clock
the
to Alexander C. Hagerthy of said Ellsworth,
first Monday in February, 19i9, at 9 o’clock in persons interested therein, by publishing a
following list of taxes on real estate j
of non-resident owners in the Plan, 1 * certain parcel of real estate situated in said
X
copy of this order three weeks successively is
the forenoon.
Name of owner, description of
Amt of of
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper p> mted
Island afort said, for the years 1907 to Ellsworth in said county of Hancock, and | Mrs Charles F Bates, one lot or parcel
Long
tax due
property.
at Ellsworth, in aaid
19i8, committed to me for collection for said bounded as follows: Beginning on the road
of land bounded on the north by
county of Hancock, prior
leading from Ellsworth to Waltham at a
Abbott, Joshua, heirs of, land, valuato the seventh day of Jacnary, a. d. 1919, that
Plan, on the 1st day of May, 1918, remains un- stake
Wadsworth Cove, east by Wadsworth
and
on
stones
the
southwest
tion, $60.
corner of
♦ 3 0C paid; and notice is hereby given that if said
at a probate court then to be
they
south
Battle
may
appear
west
road,
by
ave,
by
Aboott. Watson, heirs of, land, valuaheld at Ellsworth, in and for said county of’
taxes, with charges, are not previously paid, land now or formerly cf Jesse Dunham;
land of F H
Clement and
Amy
tion. $iuu,
5 oc so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient thence east torty-six and one-half rode to
Hancock, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and
Witherle, with the buildings thereon;
land now or
of C. B. Lord; thence
McCann, John, cottage and lot, valuato pay the amount due
show cause, if any they have, against the
formerly
amount of tax due
theiefor,
including
60
$68
tion #au
17 sc charges, will be sold without further notice south, on land of said Lord, twelve rods to
Freeman N Stover, No. 1, One lot or
land now or formerly of Fred Frazier; thence
Verona Land Co, hotel, valuation,
at public auction at the schoolbouse in said
BERTRAND R. CLARK. Judge of Probate.
of land bounded on the north
;
outbuilding, valuation. #25;
Plan., on tta** 1st Monday of February, 1919, at west, forty five and one-third rods, to said
A,t rue copy.
y land of Smith and Bartlett, east
Waltham road; thence north, on said road to
wharf, valuation, 8100; pavilion, valu9 o’clock a. m. Described as follows:
Attest:—Rot C. Hainks, Register.
by land of W H Hooper, sooth by
the place of beginning, containing four acres,
ation, #100; 15 acres land, valuation,
Real estate containing 8 acres, more
Perkins
street
and
more
west
or
and
whereas the said H»ger:hy
less;
•500; total vacation. #1,325,
by land of
16 25
or less, situated on the northwest
Mrs Frederick Smith and buildings
to me, the undersigned the said
assigned
Farnum, Dustin, one house, valuation,
PAUPER NOTICE.
side of Black island in said Long
amount of tax dne
#600; barn, valuation, #125; three outmortgage, the cote, debt and claim thereby
$17 42
Island Plan.
No. 2, one lot or parcel
with tb» City of Elissecured; and whereas the condition of said
of land
buildings, valuation. #60; land, 27
worth
to support and care for
bounded on the north by land of
those whoacres, valuation, #415; iota! valuaAmt tax mortgage has been broke'*, now therefore,
need assistance
Rodnev Gray, east and south
may
Name of owner.
five years begintion, #1,200.
land
during
60 00
and chgs by reason of the breach of the condition
by
of W H Be van, and west
ning Jan. l, 1916, and are legal residents of
thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said mortCharles H Millener,
by Wads*
Gkobgb M. Hall, Collector of taxes
$119 15
worth road; amount of tax due
Ellsworth, I forbid all persons trusting them
gage and give this notice for that purpose.
$184 on
of the own of Verona. Me.
A. P. Davis, Collector,of’taxes.
my account, as there is plenty of room and
Blllk F. Moore.
!
8. W. Cash, Collector,
Verona, Me., Dec. 16, 1918.
Long Island Plan., Dec. 16, 1918.
to care for them at the City
I
Ellsworth. Me
December 28. 1918.
Castine, Me., Dec. 16,1918.
Farm ho
Akthok B. M

No Headache
remedy

absolutely

ileen

stomach,
impure
permanent improvement
agreeably by taking
accomplished promptly
genuine
teaspoonful
England
long
by

dose,

only

THE

P**non *re«ident

place

remedy,
doses,
F.’’s, prepared by

Co., Portland,

THE

<

legal

j

•.

r'HE

1

Grieve, jr., of the naval reserve,
from Pensacola, Fla., to spend a

Thomas
arrived
short

furlough with relatives here.

Private Carl H. Ward well
to arrive from

man

young
landed

Hoboken,

at

N.

our

first

France.

He

is

J., and from

there went to
ceived bis

Camp Devens, where he redischarge papers, arriving home

20
Ukc.

D.

22.

TRENTON.
Herman Romer has arrived in France.

Hopkins has received an hondischarge from CampSberidan, Ala

Allen M.
orable

Dec. 26.

\V.

Howe it. Romer has returned to Camp
Devens, after spending Christmas with
his parents, George Romer and wife.
Mrs.
from

Gtorge

Moore has returned

home

Boston.

Sabin Leland has returned from- Bath.
Miss

Ella

guest of Mrs.
to her school

Jarvis,

who has

been

the

Harvard Copp, will return
to-day.

Miss Mason has returned, after spending
her vacation at her home in Bluebill. Her
tcoool will upen again Monday.
Dec. 28.

W.

EDEN.
Beatrice King is in Brewer visiting her aunt, Mrs. Percy Flood.
Harry Leland and family of Bar Harbor
Miss

visited bis

parents, O. B. Leland and wife,

recently.

M. Jellison that be

is well.

He

was

in

.Lorraine when he wrote.
Misses Lois and

Mildred Leland, who
Portland, spent Christmas with Mrs. W. H.
Young.
Mis6 Florence Pettingill of Ellsworth
spent a few days last week with Mrs.

employed

in

Frances Andrews.
Dec. 30.

V.

SEAL COVE.
Mrs. E. P. Lunt is seriously ill. A. A.
Bartlett, postmaster at Center, is running
the postoffice during her illness.
Dr. Frank A. Hodgdoo and wife of

^bbrrtisrmnue

ONLY POWERFUL
MEDICINE WILL END

RHEUMATISM
It

matters not

whether you have bad
from rheumatism for
20 years or distressing
twitchings for
20 weeks, Rbeuma is strong
enough and
mighty and powerful enough to drive
rheumatic poisons from your body and
abolish all misery or money back.
C. E. Alexander and all druggists sell
Rbeuma on a
no-cure-no-pay basis. A
large bottle is inexpensive, and after you
agonizing

pains

take the small dose as directed once a
day for two days you should know that
at last you have obtained a
remedy that
will conquer rheumatism.
over Beven 'ears
throughout AmerKtieuma has been prescribed and has
released thousands from
agony, pain
and despair.
ica

{

j THR.

>

C. Smith was in Ellsworth last week,
called by the illness of bis father,
Capt.
Jefferson Smith, and bis brother Wesley.
Word has been received from Pvt. Harold
H.

are

I^HK

THE

A

fpHK

THE

WHEREAS.

rpHE

>

Saroei

HAVI2?P*contracl®d

accommodations

herein!

S6hrrt«tiutntt

—

atibcrUenntrufc.

Interesting Case of Miss Baird
5ick Four Years, Red Cross Worker
Tells How 5he Got Well

Mi»» O. I. Baird o! 30 GleuThe,
Maw., may bring
vU1<! ivenM, Allston,
to other sufferers
hope «nd *>ealib

need to have them tell me, for I know my
1 wouldn’t have believed any
feeling*.
one could feel eo much better in such a
I te.l everyone I k.iow. j
short tune.
can’t give your medicine praise enough.”

(,„«* of

nea

eh worms and do not
«ho haw stoma
is the matter. A letter from
knoW » hat
tells the story:
sick at moat two years, bad
„1 h,ve beeu
with little or no relief. .Sortie
(our doctors
said I bad enlarged liver,
of the doctors
too much acid in my
nervous indigestion,
Aid «o deed in rhe inoriiiug it

tbissufferer

Toronto.—It is

result, pinlong, so much slime,
worma, some a Unger
as though it was just
some that looked

The day before I took
the skin of
Ur.Trues Kllxir I thought 1 should go
wild with the crawling in ray Btomaob, I
My stomach was sour
could feel them.
ill the time sud some days 1 could not retain w hat 1 ste. w hile other days couldn’t
stomach. 1 coughed
keep anything on my
1 went to bed some
so just the minute
not
would
sleep more than one or
nights I
two hours. The second dose stopped the
crawling and the second night I didn’t
s.*‘(®t
cough.
‘•I leel like a new person; all my friebds
much
so
better, but I don’t
say I look
worms.

The medicine mentioned in the above
letter is made by Ur. J. K. True & Co.,
Auburn, Maine, and is called Dr. True’s
Klixir, the Family Lax dive and Worm
Kxpeller. On sab- everywhere medicine
is sold. Recommended by manv druggists
who have used it an their own families.

services.

NEWS

boro for

The b<>dy
interment.

was

taken to

Goulda-

Several from here attended :be picnic
•upper at South Gould* boro, given by
the employees of The IngersolJ factory.
A most bounteous spread and enjoyable

WINTER HARBOR.
Ethel Gerrish is spending the
Christmas vocational her hone here.
Leonard Anthony is home from New
Aiiws

social

event is

reported.

The high school held a box supper at
hall Friday evening, Dec. fi.
Twenty-rive boxes of food were sold at
of
sum
auction,
realizing a
$22.20.

Haven, Conn., where hejhss had employ-

Ha iimotid

ment.

Weston
is home
from
Hazel
Abington, Mass., where she has been
Miss

8 iciallv the

teaching.
Mrs. C.

A.

Torrey

has

gone

to

evening

was as

successful

as

financially.

Bar

Dec. 23.

Harbor this week to visit her sister, Mrs.
F. Ober.

Canada has “found herself’ in this
war.
She has discovered not merely
the gallantry of her soldiers, hut the
brains and capacity and efficiency of
her whole people. In every branch, in
hrms, in industry. In finance, she has
had to measure her wits against the
world, and in no case has Canada reason to he other than gratified.
Of tiie glory that Is Canadn’s because
of the gallantry and endurance and
brains of her boys at the front not the
half has’ yet been told.
“The most
formidable fighting force In Europe”
Is not a phrase of empty words. Characteristic of all that hns gone before
Is the fact that the last act before the
curtain was rung down on the drama
of war should be the capture of Mons
by the Canadian corps. No Canadian,
when he heard that It was reserved
to Canadians to retrieve the great
tragedy to the original British army
in August, 1914, but felt his pulse
Jump and the red blood surge through
his veins.

HEHST.

Testimony |
j

j

(6“2
0c,

j

Superba Pineapple
a degree of good taste and flavor
will pleace you—your family,
and guests.
Every bit of the wholesome, delicious flavor of selected pineapples is
retained for service in your home.

figures could be quoted lndi*f'Aii*ely.

(ui

that

As you like it— Sliced

or

Crated.

Dealers generally tell SUPERBA Food Products.
Mil LIKEN.TOMLIN SON

CO

Partisan M«-

sOPEPa^q
0RANO

PINEAPPLE

MAKES “NIGHT OWLS”
DIG FOR SMOKE FUND
Seattle.—A number of the regular roomers in the hotel Virginia here have a habit of coming in after midnight. The landlady, Mrs. Clarke, now fines each
one of her roomers who arrives
after 12 midnight and turns the
money into the “our boys in
France tobacco fund.”

Calls Big Apple “Victory."
Buxton, Me.—An apple 14’^ inches
in circumference was raised here by
He has culled the
Elmer Eastman.
The trees yielded
apple “Victory.”
nine barrels, all the fruit being ap
proximutely of this size.

Davis, with daughter
visiting her parents, William

Elmer Dow,

Mrs.

8.

AM

Maude
is

Steuben,

Canada that

Beat Fourth of Hun Army.
These boys who went from Canadian
Mrs. E. H. Norris received word last
firesides, who never heard the jangle
Dorothy and F ilce Sumner, who are at- of a sword
week of the death of her daughter, Mr*.
previous to 1914. in the last
are at home
Bangor
tending
high
school,
Laura King, io Rockland.
four months have met the flower of
over the holidays.
the German army, vaunting warriors
Ivan Hanson arrived from Orono last
Lawrence Campbell is visiting hi* moth- who had
given their lifetime to prepweek, having received his discharge from
e.-, .Mrs. Vesta Bragg.
aration. Divisions totaling one-fourth
service. He will attend the U. of M. after
Charlie Phillips is very ill of pneu- of the entire German army were In
Christmas.
onia.
this period met in succession and vanWilson Young of Chicago
has been i
four divisions from Canspending a week here, where he was i A social and oyster stew supper w’ere quished by
ada.
called by the death of his mother, Mrs. given at the grange hall Christinas night
for the students and teachers who are ou
Nor have the people at home been
K.J. Young.
their Christmas vacation.
A good time
lagging behind the boys at the front
The ladies of the Baptist sewing circle;
was enjoyed.
in courage, resourcefulness and effiheld tbeir regular
Christmas sale and j
Mary Knniston, who is teaching at ciency. The development of Canada's
supper in the vestry Thursday, Dec. 12. j
The proceeds were about |30.
Newport, is spending her vacation with war industry Is an Industrial romance
of front rank. American government
her father, K. H. Kenniston.
William Childs has gon9to Boston for j
officials cun testify to the efficiency of
On account of the prevalence of influenthe winter.
He was accompanied by bia j
the manufacturing plant Canada has
za, Carolyn B. Silsby, who was chosen
aant, Mrs. Lvdia Ayers, and his son
built up in four short years. In dedelegate to State grange this year, did not
Everett and daughter Marjorie.
partment after department, where they
attend.
F. L. Da via, engineer of the Katrina,
found American industry failed them,
a
made
Harry
business
Silsby
to
coast
trip
patrol service, who has been
they were able to turn to Canada. The
Bangor
recently.
stationed at Halifax, N. 8., several months, !
full story may be revealed some day.
was here last week, en route to Boston.
Miss Bernice Clark is home for a few
In finance, Canada before the war
Services were held at the Baptist church j days before returning to her work in
was always a borrower and expected
Monday,Dec. 9, for Martha, wife of Koscoe Somesville.
to be so for many years to come. But
Dec. 28.
8.
Young. Rev. Mr. French of Steuben
for a year and a half Canada in finance
officiated. Members of Ruoie chapter,
has been “on her own." More than that,
MT. DESERT FERRY.
O. E. 8., attended and took part in the j
she has been furnishing large credits
Harold Dow and family spent last week
to other nations.
at Seal Harbor.
a&nrrtisnjunt*.
Having triumphed over the soulMrs. Thelma Dow spent Christmas with
testing crises of war, Canada faces an
Galen Dow and wife in Ellsworth.
era of pence with more than confidence
Set ool reopens to-day, after two weeks’
—with buoyancy.
vacation, with Miss Eleanor Clarke as
A vast program of reconstruction
teacher.
The
and of development awaits.
No one in El 1«worth who suffers back- J
Miss Nellie Abbott was a week-end
country is eager to get at it and is
»cbe, headaches, or distressing urinary !
of Rev. P. A. A. Kiliam and wife in impatient for the government to give
ills can afford to ignore this Ellsworth guest
Oakland.
Public works of trementhe word.
nian’s twice-told story. It is confirmed !
dous Importance, silent since 1914, are
Friends
of
Viucent
Carter
are
to
glad
testimony that no Ellsworth resident I
know his family is convalescent, after beawaiting labor soon to be available.
can doubt.
ill with influenza.
Shipbuilding, railway equipment, steel
K. J.Clark, 17 Union 8t.,
says: tlBome | ing
and many other industries
years ago i was troubled with kidney i
Mrs. George Hopkins of Bar Harbor production
under proper direction, go forcomplaint. 1 bad severe shooting pains a ent Christmas with her parents, Au- will,
ward with a bound.
across the small of
my back. The kidney | gustus Carter and wife.
Commission Off to Europe.
secretions were unnatural and irregular
Dec. 30.
C.
in passage.
A Canadian commission under Lloyd
I started to use Doan’s KidHarris, fresh from Washington, is
BAR HARBOR.
ney Pills and I could see I was reoeiving
for Europe for the purpose of
k'reat relief. I have since had return atA legacy of $5,000 for the Bar Harbor headed
orders for Canadian industacks and have used Doan’s
sesuring
for
Pills
and
the
Unitarian
Kidney
hospital
$5,000
for the reconstruction of Europe.
with very good results."
(Statement giv- church at Bar Harbor has been left by tries
en
Canada feels she has earned a large
August 7,1911.)
the will of Miss Catherine C. Thomas,
On December 4,1916, Mr. Clark said; “I who died
share of that business by the valor and
recently at her home in Boston.
have bad no trouble with
the loyalty of her people, and she promy kidneys Miss Thomas was about eighty years old,
since 1 recommended Doan’s
It.
Kidney Pills and was one of the earliest visitors to poses to get
before.
I h«Ve unlimited
There is no room in Canada today
faith in this Bar Harbor, w here she had lived at the
medicine ana aodorae it
for the pessimist. In four years Canagain.”
Newport house ever since it was built.
has trebled her agricultural proat all dealera.
Foster-Mil burn Co., She had not been coming here for the adu
In ten years one railway’s
duction.
past four years on account of ill health.
earnings rose from $40,000,000 to $140,000,000. In 30 years Canada’s savings
banks deposits have increased from
Like
$133,000,000 to $1,733,000,000.
t.

Renewed

j
\

A little, applied without rubbing, will
penetrate immediately and rest and
eoothe the nerves.
Sloan's Liniment is very effective ia
allaying external pains, strains, bruises,
aches, stiff joints, sore muscles, lumbago, neuritis, sciatica, rheumatic twinges
Keep a big bottle always on hand
for family use. Druggists everywhere.

Foss and wife.
is

visiting

children, of
parents, Charles

with
her

Sloan's

Moore and wife.

More than r>0,000 of her sons lie in
soldiers' graves in Europe.
Three
times that number have been more or
less Incapacitated by wounds. The
cost of the war in money is estimated
to be already $1,100,000,000.
These are not light losses for a conn*
try of 8,000,000 people.
Fortunately,
there Is also a credit side.

the

COUXTY

Nellie Robertson of North Bullivan,
her daughter at Chicken Mill.

visiting
Mrs.

from the world war—a nation
transformed from that which entered
the conflict In 1914.

and the next day bought a
j had warms
°* 0r‘ Tra<’'* E,'x'r *"d look
small lx,,,le
until I had taken the
Jjjn* teaapoonfuls
bottle.
at

j

Annie,

Her Whole

new

Sloan’s Liniment scatters
the congestion and
relieves pain

Spray.

Mrs. Mildred Fernald and son Norman
are guests of Ira Guptill and wife.
Harold Young, of the Mt. Vernon, is
ill of influenza in a hospital in Chelsea,
is

emerges

ExiieJler,

surprised

n

ATTACKS NERVES

GOULJJSBORO.

People.

do.

was

Dec. 30.

With Terrible Stomach Trouble Until
She Tried "FRUIT-A-TIVES”.

KEEN TO RENEW PROGRESS

of

WHEN NEURALGIA

teen.

and In-

dustry.

Efficiency

i

••I

Battle, Finance

Mrs.

One night about three weeks
and saw your Dr.
picked HP « Palter
laxative and Worm
True * Uixir, Family
adverti'aed. I made up my mind
to

h*t

FOR TEHEARS

Discovers Not Merely Gallantry of Her
Soldiers, But Brains, Capacity and

X could uot get dreaaed
seemed as though
1 was growing thin
work.
and vet to
«•»« "om 138 to 111.
day,
every
I didn’t know
»o discouraged
"

CANADA REBORN
WAS
TORTURED
AS WAR RESULT
Dominion Proud of Its Record in

a’JbrrtianufWfc

Gilley, Billie Phillips, Eugene Robbins,
Esther Robinson, Iva Walls, Franklin
Ward and Lowell Noyes. The whole number of members gained was 149. Eugene
Thurston offered prizes of gold chains to
the two leading solicitors.
They were
won by
Franklin Ward, Man&et, with
thirty-six names, and Esther Robinson
of Norwood Cove, with a credit of seven-

Capt. George Nutter and wife, and Enos !
Tracy and wife, of Steuben, wore guests'
of relatives here Sunday.
Maurice Guptill has moved to Goodwin’s
Biding, where he has employment for

MRS. F. S. STOLZ

Charles Shand

SS07 Sacto Ave., Sacramento, Cal.
“I had Stomach Trouble for 10
years, which became so bad that I got
Stomach Cramps two or three times
a

Hutchings.

better,

kept

on

taking

Miss Beatrice Allen, who
tending Bluehill academy,

vacation

Edward T. Willard has arrived home,
having received hi9 discharge from Camp
Devens.

tives’ for nearly a year, and am thankful to say 'Fruit-a-tives' saved my life.
It also saved a friend from an
operation for Stomach Trouble, after

Much

sympathy

Bowden,

w-ho fell

new

a

visit

is expressed for E. C.
recently, breaking his

been at-

home

on a

holidays.

the

over

has
is

Byron Roberts, who has been in the
employ of the Eastern Steamship lines
is home for
:

I shoulder.

he had given up all hope of getting
Mrs. F. S. STOLZ.
well”.
50c. a box,6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.

a

Elmef Pervear has returned from
his brother John, at Seal Cove.

his

‘Fruit-a-

bought

has

Sherman

car.

to

Harold Mitchell spent Christmas with
wife, at B. L. Wardwell’s.

me, I would die.
After taking the trial box, I felt

NORTH BROOKUN.
Charles

Dodge

ElTTAH.
NORTH CAST1NE.

help

so

also the teachers.

Dec. 23.

Belfast Thursday, after spending:
with her parents, L. E. Hutchins and wife.
G.
Dec. 28.

Christmas

Charles Butler of North Sullivan has \
moved his family here. He has employment here in the woods
for W.
F.

After years of terrible torture, I
read about ‘Fruit-a-tives’ or Fruit
Liver Tablets, and sent for a trial box
and wrote that it was the last remedy
I would use—if ‘Fruit-a-tives’ did not

eta, 60 cts, $1.20.

home in

Schools closed Dec. 20, with Christmas
both rooms. Each child was

remembered,

30

of Bar Harbor.

trees in

week.

Liniment

ICills Pain

brief vacation.

a

by

School, taught
closed

Friday,

with

a

Miss Ada

Herrick,

little entertainment.

;

Phyllis Webster and Lou Whit- j An ice-cream social and candy sale
Friday for Orono, where they under the auspices of the junior and
are employed.
senior classes of the Brooklin high school
hall Friday evening, was
Miss Marie Ward well of Castine high in Bayview
school is spending a week with her pathoroughly enjoyed.

OGDENSTtURG, N. Y.

{

rents, F. S. Wardwell and wife.

COUNTY NEWS

Mrs. Frances Marshall left this week to
!
i spend the winter with her brother, HerI bert Hutchins, in South Penobscot.

j

receipt of
price, by FRUIT-A-TIVES Limited,
At all dealers or sent

on

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

I

The second ban on public gatherings,
schools, etc., will continue another week,
though all cases of the epidemic are convalescing.

!

Hanna, who has been
boatswain on the steamer Deval, sailing
from Virginia to northern ports, came
home on sick-leave last w’eek. He is now

Capt.

Misses

more

William

!
]

left

Paris

Gray

J. Wesley Bowden and wife are home,
after attending State grange in Portland,
and spending Christmas in Lawrence,

who have been

Lawrence

employed

for

than

a

New Britain, Conn.,
a few days at home,
both returning to their work Monday.

year in a factory in
came last week for

Beechams

seriously ill of pneumonia at the home
daughter, Mrs. George Dunten, in
Bar Harbor.
Reports received Saturday
in

encouraging.

the Red Cross membership drive the

soliciting committee did excellent work.
Carl E. Kelley, principal of the high
school, was captain of the team, which
consisted of Virginia Young, Wendell

litlle

j

Andrew Lawson, an aged and respected
citizen, died Thursday. The funeral was
held Saturday at the home, Rev. R. M.
Trafton, officiating. Besides his widow,
he leaves a nephew, John Reed of Ston-

ington, who had for years made bis home
Mr. and Mrs. Uwbou were
with them.
natives of Scotland, coming here many
Mrs. William Farnsworth and daughter
Nellie have gone to North Pighton, Mass.
K.
Dec. 23.

_I_

Pills

Otis

Sinclair

Olamon last

in

Johnson spent last week in

Miss Martha

will

rapidly improve your
complexion by arousing the
liver and putting stomach
and blood in

visited

week.

is

were

and

from Massa-

DEDHAM.

Grave fears have been entertained over
the condition of Mrs. George Gilley, who
of her

home

years ago.

Robinson,

more

|

Mass.

Mrs. George Wardwell returned to her

Johnson
are

chusetts.

be moved to his home here this week.

^jijmtsnnnKfe
and

EAST BLUEHILL.
Margaret
daughter Dorothy
Mrs.

Frank Perkins, who broke his leg, on
Holbrook’s island last mouth, was able to

recovering.

Xenophon.

Dec. 23.

good order.

Largest Sale of Any Medicine in tbe World.
Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10.. 25c.

Brewer.
Peaks school opened Monday, Mrs.
I. Gray, teacher.
Mrs. Ella Burrill is in Holden with her

The
Ella

daughter, Mrs. Hugh Penney, who is ill
influenza. Mr. Penney is convalescent

of

from the

same

disease.

B.

Dec. 23.

xltibEttistmmtB

Cold Weather

ComingGuests Too
Give them

a warm

greeting

with a Perfection Oil Heater.
Make the guest room comwithout litter,
fortable
smoke and smell. No need
to start the furnace till
—

winter

comes

in earnest.

Preserve your coal till then.
Buy a Perfection Oil Heater and a
supply of SO-CO-NY OIL, and
be prepared for the first chilly
days. It saves furnace heat now
and supplements it later. One gallon
gives O hours of satisfying warmth.
Perfection Oil Heaters

are

able, handsome,

light

easy to

ports

Sold by hardware and

general stores.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
OF NEW YORK

Go and Buy More?

PERFECTION
OIL HEATERS

A

r

-"

--

aiwiwnnrm*.

aUlirniBOTltntt.

__r

__

HERO OF ZEE5RUGGE

GET THREE HONS
TO EACH CASUALTY

Our Fourth Annual

Anzacs Make Remarkable Record During the War in

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
d

France.

AKE MUCH LIKE THE YANKS
No

AND CONTINUES ONE WEEK

London.—“For each absolute casualsustained
ty the Australian army has
in its fighting in France it has taken
three German prisoners.”
That was the statement made recently by Maj. Gen. Charles Rosenthal,
commander of the Second Australian
division. He was a brigadier general
in command of the Australian forces
which relieved General Carey's nondescript forces before Amiens and stopped the German drive. General Rosenthal related some facts, hitherto unpublished, how the Australians outwitted and outfought the Germans before Amiens, steadily drove the enemy
back, winning jumping-off ground for
the British offensive effort which
8.
“I had been in a hospital three days,
having been gassed, when I was ordered to take charge of the Australian
brigade sent down from the north to
the Amiens sector," General Rosen"General Carey’s forces
thal said.

opened August

The Germans
blow against
were preparing It
them. They could not have held. When
the blow fell and the Germans found
they were up against fresh Australian
forces they censed the attack. They
never gained a yard of ground in sub-

were

about

worn

out.

new

sequent attacks.
Took German

And there
quoted here are priced at less than they can be bought at wholesale to-day.
notified us of
is no indication of a drop in prices at present. In fact one large corset manufacturer has just
Many of the lots are small, and thrifty buyers should
an advance over present prices to take effect Jan. 6.
be on hand early to take advantage of these mark downs.
One lot Jewelry including bar pins, ear drops,
Fleisher's Black Scotch Yarn, large double
19<
baby pins and brooches, were 25c
95^
skeins, regular price $1.10

Many of the

“It was open fighting. There were
elaborate trench systems, although
the men dug in. I had my men dig
only one trench—a front line trench.
We did not build rearward defenses.
My men knew they had the one line

and would hold it, not weakening
their staying powers by realization
there was some trench in the rear to
go back to. We watched the Germans
building their trenches, and when they
got the first line completed we went
out and took it from them. That was
better than digging them ourselves.
“As a consequence, the Germans
never
knew where their front line j
was.
The artillery forces of the en- :
emy would not shell it, for they did
not know whether we held it or their
own men held it.
It was the safest
place on the battlefield.
-otnetimes we'd take the Germans’
front trench in daytime, sometimes at
night. We harassed the enemy contifluousiy. It was midsummer and the
crops were waist high. Our men would
go through them on their bellies. For
instance, one morning at ten o’clock 1
21 of ur m u wiggled up to within
a few yards
of the German front
trench where machine gunners were |
lolling about, thinking of most any- i
thing besides an attack at that hour, i
We took 48 prisoners, killed .10 Germans and the rest fled.
From July 4.
the day we relieved General Carey's j
force, which was inude up of "2 dif- j
ferent units, until August 8. when the |
British drive was launched, we ad1
vanced our front before Amiens to a
depth of 3,500 yards. Just two Australian brigades did this. We broke up
two German divisions in that time. We
had simply stoie.n his troops. Naturally the Boche morale steadily went
down as our’s went up.
And when
the British drive was launched the
had
been prepared by our troops.
way
Never Gave Ground.
As an example of the way warfare
has changed, two Australian regimeuis.
with 1,000 buyonets each, were given
the difficult task of taking Mont St.
Qnentin, an actios which under previous standards would have required at
least two divisions. Our men attacked,
took this heavily fortified post, advanced 6,500 yards, capturing 165 guns
and 1,200 prisoners.
And our total
casualties were 80."
The Australians take deep Interest
in their warfare, not only because they
are well paid (privates receive $1.50
a day and subalterns $5), well clothed
and fed, but also because every officer
and every noncom and private knows
what an action is Intended to accomplish, not only by companies, regiments and brigades in his own division, but also what divisions on either
flank are to do, General Rosenthal ex-

plained.
Practically

not a yard of gronnd has
been lost to the Germans by the Australians since they landed in France
in 1916. The Australians hnve not lost
a single gun to the
enemy, and but
3,150 Australian soldiers have been
the
captured by
Germans. Nearly 50
times that many Germans have been
taken by the Australians, who now
number 168,923 as a fighting establishment in France. Casualties,
including
thousands who have been wounded two
or three times and
returned to the
front number 211,349.
Australia is
paying every penny of war expenditure
incurred by its troops.
General Rosenthal said Australians
were more like Americans in habit of
thought, fighting and general attitude
toward life than any other unit in
France.

The latest year in which the human
body makes growth is the twenty-fifth.

items

(No

of H. M. S.
Vindictive arrived In New York re- j
centlv. He Is the captain of the promt- i
est if not the most prepossessing ship
It was the Vinin the British navy.
dictive that took- the leading part
the most thrilling assault of the war.
tlte object of which was to bottle up j
the German submarine and destroyer j
Observations
in
Zeebrugge.
posts
made after the raid proved how in
Captain Carpenter’s words, they gave
“a damn
good [
tail
the dragon’s
twist." After the successful raid t,lie
Vindictive returned to port, her funnels riddled with bullets, her bridge <
blown away and battered and scarred
in a dozen places.

Captain

Carpenter

rencnes.

no

Thursday Morning, January^ 2

Starts

Elaborate Trench System*,
Just Watched Huns Dig and Then
Went and Took Them—Never
Lost Yard of Ground.

Had

TELLS WHY

Made

Pittsburgh,

One lot Knit Scarfs for

skeins

89^
19^

regular price 30c,
One lot Children’s Unbleached Vests and

do

Corsets,

39^

heavy weight. 50c and 59c value,

a

$4.50 number we

discontinuing,

R &

including

Warner’s,

G, and
$1.39

33^

One lot Warner’s Brassieres, $1 value.

Ladies’ Outsize Hose with white feet, 45c value,

33^

Large Grey Blankets, 72x80,

former ju ice

One lot Wool

reg

We

Sheeting,

30c

Ladies' Pure Linen

5^

selling Coats Thread, spool,

still

are

Nap Blankets,

value,

26^

Men’s

69£
$5,

price $5.98,

Handkerchiefs, worth

19e

Best

1.69

4.98
10^

Japonette Initial Handkerchiefs, worth

15c

10^

orders tilled)

heavy white outing flannel Nightrobes

3.98

grade of Cotton Poplins, white and all col-

ors, 45c

valud

39^

One lot colored

outing flannel N. Robes $1.98 val 1.69

1 |k*.

One lot colored

outing flannel N. Robes $1.09 val 1.39

2 Bales Snowball
25c a r 11

Ladies' Fleeced Vests and Pants unbleached.
regular and ontsizes. 50c and 59c values

39^

Honey and Glycerine Soap. A large
cake ami easily worth 15c. For the sale, cake, 10^
or dozen cakes,
$1 10
8?
Large Rolls of Toilet Paper, 10c value, roll

100 doz.

Silkateen,

white and

32-in Bates

6^

colors, spool,

Gingham,

One lot Bath Towels, 50c

39^

price 50c,

reg

value,

39^

One lot Plaid Wool

Nap Blankets, formerly $6.98 5.98

Remember that blankets

being shown

crease

light blue Cotton Crepe

15c value

Batting, weight

14 oz., worth

19^

Heavy Fleeced Union Suits, sizes
only, easily worth $2.

1 Lot
44

One lot

Heavy Kid Gloves, all

42 and

1.50

(>, $1.98 val,

size

1.49

One lot

Cap and Scarf Sets, $1.98 and $2.25 val, 1.49
One lot Hamburg, slightly stained from being
These will be offered at about lA regu-

wet.

lar

prices.

All Colored Table Oilcloth, 1 '*
worth 50c, these are first quality

yds wide,
goods,

35^

(This dors not include white and marble.)

for Fall 19111 show an in-

of from 15 to -2t per cent over present

All of

Children’s Winter Hats
regular prices

prices.

New styles in Service Pins made from hard
enamel. 25c value

15^

our

36 in. Bleached

Sheeting,

a

35c

at '■>

value,

a

of the

yard

25^

GOVERNOR
You will also fin 1 on our counters marked in plain figures many broken lots of merchandise too small
These goods will go quickly at these prices, so come early and you won’t be disappointed.

Pullman Employee Apologizes When
He Learnt Identity of
T ravelcr.
St. Louis.—Governor Gardner board*
a Santa Fe sleeping car at Edina.
Mo., at 2 a. m. and climbed into an upper berth, as all the lower ones were
taken.
Three hours later he was
awakened by a porter.
“You’ll have to git up now. Rah,’
said the porter.
“De fellows in de
upper berths has to dress first.”
A member of the governor’s party
tipped ofT the porter that it was the
governor he had routed. The porter
started on a run for the governor’s
berth.
"'Souse me, guvnah," said the porter. “you can sleep as long as you
want to.”
But by that time the governor was
dressed.

to mention here.

]M. Iv.

ed

j
j

COUNTY
In the Red
members

NBjWSI

festivities everywhere

out

Cross drive here, forty-seven

pulpit

were

enrolled.

mingled

with

COUNTY NEWS

Rev. C. W. Lowell wan not able to be
last Sunday. He hopes to occupy his

GOLLDdBORO.

Charles Moore came home to epeud
Christmas with his family.
There was a concert and Christmas tree

were

notes of sadness.

ISLE8FORD.

Mrs. Viola Phlppen, who has been ill,
ia improving.
Mrs. H. P. Biaisdell, who has been ill of !
1
Cheater Sawyer has gone to Chelsea,
influenza, and Mrs. D. L. Tracey, ill of
Mass., where he has employment.
bronchial trouble, are improving.
Roland Sprague ol the coast patrol S. C.
Mrs. Morris of Harrington is here carwas home for Christmas week.
ing for her daughter, Mrs. Drisko, who, 266
Clarence Spurting, wife and daughter
with Mr. Drisko, did not escape the epiClarice spent a few days recently in Bandemic.
next

Sunday.

Tuesday evening.
Young has gone to Massachusetts, where he has employment.
An interesting souvenir from overseas gor.
Leigh Coffin has gone to Cherryfleld to
JUDGE FREES MAN WITH FLU
There was a Christmas tree and enteris
The Start and Stripet, the official
go in the woods for Leign Willey.
in
the
church
Christmas
The primary school opened to-day; Miss newspaper by and for the soldiers of the tainment
Court Join* In Ruth for Doors When
A.E.F. A copy has been received by Mrs. evening.
Hanson, of Winter Harbor, teacher.
Prisoner's Condition is Dis.
D. L. Tracey from her brother, Corp. LinCapt. H. E. Stanley spent several days
A daughter arrived at the home of Mr.
covered.
wood Gray.
in Bangor recently with his wife and
and Mrs. Prank Youug this morning.
Sergt. Edward Bragdon, Co. 8, pioneer daughter.
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Walter SanowskJoe Mathews and wife have gone to
A. E. F., writes from Luxemwent into the criminal court
Mrs. Luella Stanley of Cranberry Isles
recently Dyer’s Bay, where they have employment. infantry,
as a prisoner and came out scot
burg, France, on Thanksgiving day to spent Christmas with her daughter, Mrs.
free
Mrs. Nettie Conners of Sorrento spent home folks: “Have
just finished a long Agnes Fhippen.
and without the regular process of
Christmas with her mother, Mrs.Margaret hike. Am
feeling fine. Think 1 will be
law.
Raymond W. Spurling, who is attendRolfe.
home soon.”
Sanowski was sitting in the prisoning Mt. Hermon school, ia apeuding the
Capt. Elisha Bickford and wife of Winer's dock when attention was called
Harry Wentworth, who has been spend- holiday recess at borne.
ter Harbor were guests of relatives here
to his physical condition.
ing a few weeks with relatives, returned
A doctor
Mrs. Arthur Fernald is borne again, aflast week.
was called.
to Hampden Monday.
Mrs. Wentworth 1
ter a three weeks’ visit with friends and
Harold Handy, who has been at the and children will remain a while longer
“What’s his aliment?” asked the
relatives in Massachusetts.
radio station, is in town. He has received with her mother, Mrs. J. C.
judge.
Springer, who
Mrs. Agnes
his
Phippen and daughter
has been ill of pneumonia.
discharge.
“Influenza,” replied the medical man.
Fannie have gone to Pitlsheld, where
Dec. 30.
B.
Immediately there was a rush for
Shirley Hodgkins, wife and daughter
Mrs. Pbippen has employment.
_1...
the doors, in which the court
joined. Helen of Bangor, spent Christmas at
His case was dismissed and Sanowski Charles Tracey’s.
Roderic K. Stanley has gone to EastFew Words Needed.
was taken to a hospital.
Dec. 30.
Eittah.
It is declared by a philologist that port, to take charge of the commercial
nine words do one-fourth of our verbal department in the high school there.
in the church
Eliaha
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thread White Mill Yarn,

$2.25 value

Pa.—Why

swear?
Rev. Dr. Daniel L. Marsh, who
made a tour of the fronts while the
war was still in progress asked the
soldiers themselves and here are some
of the reasons given:
Because restraint is removed.
Because it is a habit acquired !n
childhood to which free rein is given
in military life.
Because it is a lazy man's way of
trying to be emphatic.
It is the liar’s attempt to make
people believe that he is telling the 1
truth.
It is the cowards’ way of bolstering
up his courage.
Soldiers think that a profuse use of 1
profanity will impress their comrades j
with the idea that they are fullfledged soldiers tifat have received
their “third degree.”
It is an egotistical method of attracting attention to themselves.
Jealousy and anger were given as j
the
causes
of blasphemy;
liquor
drinking was given as still another
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2 thread blk. and 3

One lot
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large double

One lot Khaki Scotch Yarn,
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FRANKLIN.

Minute.

Pittsburgh. Pa.—Flying 228 miles in
one hour and forty-five
minutes, an

average of more than two miles a minute, James H. Schoonmaker, Jr., accompanied by Pilot Howard Rinehart,
made the trip here from the
Wright
flying field in Dayton, 0„ in record
time.

Schools
Mrs.

are

scheduled to

Hannah

Doyle,

open Jan. 6.

who has

been in

Lamoine all the

season, is home.
Mrs. Marion De Meyer of East brook was
the guest of Mrs. Dana Dyer last week.
The funeral of iittle Cecil Brown took

place at his home Wednesday, Miss Koch
officiating. For various causes, the day’s

work and 43 one-half.
The nine most
useful words are:
And, he, have, it,
of, the, to, will, you.
The 34 more
that with these nine do half our literary work are: About, all, as, at, can,
come, day, dear, for, go, hear, her, If,

in,

me, much, not, on, one, say, she,
that, there, they, this, too, time, we,
with, write, your.

so,

Walter Stanley and family hare gone to
Waltham, Mass., to spend the winter with
Mrs. Stanley's sister, Mrs. Lionel
Hodgkins.

Mrs. Elva Stanley, who has
spent several weeks with her
daughter, Mrs. Clarence Spurling, has
gone to Massachusetts
for the winter.
Mrs. Clara

Ueveny, who,

with

son

Wil-

Ired,

baa

spent several weeks with her
Mrs. Q. H. Kelley, has returned to her home in Stratford, Conn.

daughter,

Ella Stanley, Marion Sparling, Earh
Spurting and Russell Hadlock, student's
at Bangor high school, returned to Bangor last week, alter spending Christmas
week

with their parents.
Oscar 8. Olaen and wife, who have
spent
several days here
recently visiting friends,
hare returned to their home in
Bangor.
Mr. Olsen was postmaster here for two
years, and is now a student at Bangor
seminary. During his stay here be and
Mrs. Olsen won a boat of
fTienda, from
whom
come.

they always

receive

Dec. 30.

a warm

wel-

8.

BIRCH HARBOK.
Fred Crane has gone to Jekyl Island
for the winter.
Mrs. Alta Latbrop of Prospect Harbor
recently visited Flossie Hancock.
Mrs. Roy Stanley, who has spent the
summer

in
Bootbbay, has returned home.
School closed Saturday for the Christmas vacation.
The entertainment in the

evening was well attended and much enjoyed.
Herbert Bickford of Lower Harbor,
who bought the Fitzgerald place, has
been repairing the buildings, and has
moved

there.

Dec. 23.

C.
_

Elmer Rice, who has been in the woods
since October, spent Christmas week with

family.
Saturday evening there was a quiet
wedding at the home of the groom, when

his

William Rice and Mrs. Martha E. Pettee
were married
by Dr. C. C. Larrsbee. The
single ring service was used. Only members of the families and a few intimate
friends were present. After the ceremony
refreshments were served.
Dec. 30.
C.

